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ELECTRONICS SCENE

NEW TELEPHONE SERVICE FROM
ENERGIS

In the UKs Iiberalised te!ecomrnnications
envtronment. opportunities exist for those
able to provide innovative servtces cost-
effectively, a situation that has evolved
since Mercury Communications was set
up. As Mercury has grown to become a
successful company over the past ten
years, it has provided a spurto BT (Brttish
Telecom). especially with regard to busi-
ness services, to the ultimate benefit of
users throughout the country.
Recently,anewcompany, Energrst. has

received a fulllicence to operate telecom-
murucattons services throughout the UK.
The company is owned by the National Gnd
Company PLC (NGC). in turn owned by the
12 regional electricity distribution com-
panies in England and Wales. The power
network of tts parent company already
consists of 7000 km of overhead power-
!ines and 600 km of underground ducls
that can be used by Encrgis as the back-
bone upon which to build the network.
Whereas Mercury had to build its net-

work from the ground up, Euergis is able
to take advantage ofan cxtsüng high qual-
ity infrastructure. Thus Itcan be seen that
the company is ideally placed to build up
tts telecommunications network.
The National Grtd's 400-kV power net-

work is managed from anational control
centre which is as advanced as any in the
world as, after all. continuity of electrtc-
ity supply is ofvital national importance.
The NGCnetwork is linked to the twelve

Regional Electnctty Companies (RECs)
and to ScottishPower. Through theirown-
ership ofwayleaves (the nght-of-way ren ted
to an electnctty company to enable it to
span private land) and networks, there is
access to every business and horne in the
country.
Retail chalns. The RECs also have cus-

torner databases, customer service sys-
tems and are already geared to bill cus-
tomers quarterly. In addttton, many have
chains of retail stores, telemarkettng cen-
tres and an established sales force. Most
ofthese assets would have to be built from
scratch for any other new operator.
Energis clalms that it will employ the

UK's first national 100% synchronaus
digital hierarchy (SDH)network to de!iver
its services. The SDH-based fibre optic
cables for tbis are betng tnstalled on to the
National Grtd Company's electrtcity py-
Ions at the rate of 80 km per week. This ts
bemg done, in some places, by replactng
the cxtsung earth wtre with a new com-
posite earth wire incorporatmg 24 optical
fibres. In other areas. a 24-fibre optie cable
ts betng wrapped around the existingearth
wtre. This is a well-proven teehnique em-
ploytng a machine that pulls itself along
the earth wire around which it simulta-
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Engi neers carry out the dangerous task 01
working on live lines, whilst installingfibre·
optic cable on an earth wire 01the elec-
tricity transmission network in Britain

neously winds the optic cable.
The SDH network will be operating at

2.4 Gbit s-t. This is four times the speed
of the majortty of today's fibre optic net-
works and, combined with the fact that
24-fibre cables are bemg installed, it pro-
vides a major opporturuty to reduce costs.
Network integrity. As the SDH net-

work provides the option of transmttttng
the same information via two diverse routes
simultaneously. a high level of network
integrtty can be achieved. This ts further
enbanced by the fact that all networkand
individual customer lines will be software
defined, keeping humanjmechanical in-
tervention to a mtntmum, with the result
that the network will be inherently more
reliable. In fact. the pilot network which
has been on trial for the past two years
has consistently achreved levels of99. 98%
re!iability.
Encrgts has won its first customer. It

has srgned a ten year contract to provide
the BBC2 (Brttish Broadcasting Corpora-
tion) with a Managed Broadcast Network
for the distribution ofTV and radio ser-
vices throughout the UK. The BBC runs
a nation-wide broadcast network to pro-
vide 1V services for BBC I and BBC2 as
weil as radio servtces for Radios 1,2,3,4
and 5. The facility provided by Energis will
link the BBC's studios and programme
produetion centres to their TV and radio
broadcast centres. so providing the final
link to the UK audiences.
It ts investing over E 100 million in the

first phase of its network. which eonnects

I

twenty of lhe largest towns and cities in-
cluding Landon. Brtstol. Btrmtngham.
Cardiff. Liverpool, Manchester and New-
castle and so encompasses 70% of the
UKpopulation. Then, by the commgauturnn
tt aims to have dou bled the size of its back-
bane network so as to reach most of the
major towns and eitles. An investment of
'a multiple of;; 200 over the next decade
IS foreseeable accordmg to the company.
Potential market. As weH as target-

ing high users in the eonsumer market
(via eable and other operators), anather
of tts potential markets is the large and
multi-national customers. With over 2000
named customers generating .L 2 billion
from swrtched telephony and E 1.5 billion
from private ctrcutts. this will be a key tar-
get.
Energts proposes to offer a range ofser-

vices tncludmg 2 Mbit s-t and above leased
circuitand managed bandwtdth. in addi-
tion to standard voice and data services.
The strategy adopted by Encrgts is to

be. prtmarily, a marketing and services
eornpany that will run its network to de-
liver communications and related infor-
mation serices to meet the requirements
ofUK eustomers. Consequently, it will
foeus on these core activities and sub-con-
tractall others. To this end, it has already
awarded contraets worth .ß 40 million to
Northern Telecomö and Digitals and has
appointed them as prtrne contractors for
the network and the Information System.
Thus. it ean be seen that as weIl as inno-
vative technology it is necessary to adopt
an innovative strategy towards liberali-
satten.
I. EnergisCommunicationsUd, Carrnelite
House, 50 vtctorra Embankment, London
EC4W ODE.Telephone 071 9365555. Fax
0719365500.
2. British Broadcasting Corporanon.
Broadcasting House, London WIA IM.
Telephone 071 5804468. Fax 071 840 6607.
3. Northern Telecom Europe, Stafferton
Way, Maidenhead, England SL6 lAY.
Telephone (0628) 812 000. Fax (0628)
812496.
4. Digital EquipmentCo. Ud, Digital Park,
Impertal Way. Readmg, England RG2OTE.
Telephone (0734) 868 711. Fax (0734)
575027.

SCOTTISH PROFESSOR HEADS US
SIGNAL PROCESSING SOCIETY

A Seottish uruverstty professor has be-
come the first non- US engtneer to be elected
President ofthe Signal Proccsstng Society
ofthe InstituteofElectrtcal and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE) ofAmcnca.
ProfessorT. Durrani from the electrorucs

and electrtcal engtneertng department at
Strathclyde University in Glasgownot oniy
breaks the US domination of high office
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in the Signal Processtng Society but also
becomes the first engtneer from Scotland
to achieve eminence in the lOO-year his-
tory ofthe NewYork-based IEEE.
The IEEE is the largest professional or-

ganisation of engtneers in the world with
a world-wide membership ofover 320 000,
and its Signal Processing Society is the
fourth Iargestoutofthe 35 societies ofthe
IEEE - after computing. power engtneer
mg and communications. It is also one of
the fastest growing societies of the IEEE.
Signal processing is concerned with

the acqutsttton. analysis and extraction
of information from data, and as such it
plays a key role in the development of in-
formation technology. Strathclyde has one
of the largest research groups on stgnal
processing in Europe.
University of Strathclyde, Glasgow,

Scotland GI IXQ. Telephone 041 552
4400. Fax 0415520775.

SERC INTO EUROPE
Britain's Seience and Engineering Research
Council (SERC)hasjoined the European
Union ofPhysics Research Organisations
(EUPRO). This unton, formed in 1992,
ortgtnated from a SERC initiative to es-
tablish closer links between the national
research councils inthe European Commu-
nity (now European Union - EU) mern-
ber countries responsible for mainstream
or small-scale physics, and to pursue
coordinated actions ofmutual benefrt in
areas of research and postgraduate train-
ing. It extends the membership beyond
the EC research councils to other European
Frcc Trade Area (EFTA) countries and
major orgarusations that engage inphysics

research.
Science and Engineering Research

Couneil, Polans House, North Star Avenue,
Swindon, England SN2 1ET. Telephone
(0793) 411 256; fax (0793) 411468.

ADAPTING SPACE TECHNOLOGY
FOR TERRESTRIAL MOBILES

With the projected increase in mobile
traffie and restrictions on the radio spec-
trum allocated to such services, meth-
ods for increasing capacity withou t oc-
cupying more ofthe available spectrum
are becoming increasingly important.
Newpersonal communications network
(PCN) servtces, destgned to operate in
dtfftcult urban environments, also re-
quire base stattons whose coverage can
be tailored to the local environment.
Engtnccr s say this can be achieved

through the use ofmulti-beam adaptive
antenna technology, which involves the
use ofphased array antennas combined
with advanced stgnal processing meth-
ods. This technology enables each mo-
bile equipment user to be allocated a
dedicated 'bearn' that can be directed
towards hirn and track his movements.
This means that more users can oc-
cupy a gtven frequency band and in-
terference from adjacent mobiles op-
erattng on the same frequency is re-
duced by the increased isolation be-
tween the beams.
This technology has al ready been

used successfully for military and space
communications, and now the plan is
to apply it to the cornmer ctal sector.
The two years of research needed to
achieve this ts now to be carrted out by

a consortium of European orgarusa-
tions led by Britain's ERA Technology
from Leatherhead. Others involved are
Alcatel SELand Hagenuk from Germany,
Detycom and the Universily ofCatalonia
from Spain, Aalborg Uruverstty in Den-
mark and Bristol University in the UK.
ERA Technology Ltd, Cleeve Road,

Leatherhead, England KT22 7SA.
Telephone (0732) 374151; fax (0732)
374496.

RECHARGING
THE BATTERY INDUSTRY

Scientists in Scotland are working on
a new electrode material that could
open the door to rechargeable high-
energy batteries wtth longer life and
much less wetght.
Rechargeable batteries are now re-

quired for a vast range of electronic
products, and presentday conventional
nickel cadnuum (NiCd) batteries not
only constitute a large part ofthe wetght
and volume ofthe electroruc product,
but also contain poisonous cadmium
heavy metal that can leak out once the
battery ts thrown away.
Dr. Peter Bruce and Prof. Colin Vin-

cent from the electrochecmical and
matertals science centre at St. Andrews
University have spent several years de-
veloping a lithium battery containing
a new rnanganese oxtde compound that
is less harmful to the environment.
Another dtsadvantage ofthe current

rechargeables is that they suffer from
self-discharge even ifthey are not used,
and the energy drains awayvery quickly.
The new lithium batteries betng de-
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80C166 Microcontroller
The RMB-166 is an evaluation board for the Siemens BOC166
16-M high performance microcontroller running at 40MHz w~h
no wait states. The RMB-166 board comes with monitor and
PC host software to allow downloading of user code.
Still available are the "Programmlng and Interfaclng wlth
Mlcrocontrollers" book and "FLASH: Fuzzy-Logic
Applications Software Helper" both for use with BOC31151 I
I 515 I 535 microcontrollers.
Other related products and services are available. For more
information write to the address below er just send a fax.

KMN Developments, P.O.Box 70, Gulldford,
Surrey GU2 5Z'f Unlted KIngdom

Fax No. +44 101483- 570722

veloped at St. Andrews can store up to
three times the energy compared wtth
NiCd cells and na self-drscharge oc-
curs. This will allow devtces such as
mobile phones to last much Ionger be-
tween charges.
Prototypes of the St. Andrews bat-

tery are already on test and the tech-
nology involved has been patented.
Meanwhile. the scientists are looking
even farther into the future by tnves-
ttgatmg the feasibility ofall-solid -statc
batteries where the liquid electrolyte
ts replaced by a polymer. This could
lead to many new applications in ccn-
sumer products. medicine and ultt-
mately in electric vehicles.
Dr. P.Bruce, UniversityofSt. Andrews,

College Gate. St. Andrews KY16 9AJ.
Scot land. Telephone (0334) 6250; fax
(0334) 62570.

DIRECTLY HEATED
CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR

Available from Sematron is a directly
heated crystal oscillator (OHXO) that
has been designed to provtde the same
performance as an oven -contatned os-
cillator with the stze, wetght and power
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consumption parameters ofTCXOs.
The DHXOis avatlable in a frequency

range of 7-20 MHz. Frequency over
temperature is 2xl0-7 over -20 "C to
+70 °C. Ageing is Ix10-7 peryear. OC
power is less than 1W at +12 V d.c,
Sematron (UK)Ltd, Lattice Hou se.

Baughurst. Basingstoke, England
RG26 5LL. Telephone (0734) 819 970.
Fax (0734) 819786.

NEW SMD SELECTION GUIDE
Designers of high density power sup-
pltes. motor controller and other types
of power circuit will find the SMD se-
lectton guide from International Rcc-
ttfi er, covering its complete range of
surface mount devices (SMDs). to be
particularly relevant to thetr needs.
The guide contains shortforrn data

on the full range ofsurface mount prod-
ucts. which includes HEXFETs (power
MOSFETs). Schottky dtode s , IGBTs
and MOS-gate driver ICs.
International Rectifier,Holland Road.

Hurst Green. Oxted, England RH8 9BB.
Telephone (0883) 713 215. Fax (0883)
714234.

STARTER RADIO & VIDEO PROJECT
Maplin's Starter Radio &Video project
is a begtnners step-by-step construc-
tion guide on a VHS video tape. By fol-
lowtngthe instructions on video, the con-
structor will be introd uced to the basic
techniques of project building.
By the end of the video, a simple AM

radio receiver circuit will have been con-
structed, ready to use. Certain tro u-
bleshooting advice is gfvert at the end of
the video.
Additional kits ofparts are also avatl-

able without the video tape, so that sev-
eral students can work from one video
tape. However, these extra kits can not
be used unless at least one video tape
is available.
Prices are: Start Radio&Video);16·95;

Start Radio - no Video );9·95.
MaplinElectronics, POBox3, Rayleigh.

England SS6 8LK Telephone (0702)
554161. Fax (0702) 553 935.
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80C535 SBC EXTENSION CARD

The popular 80C535 single-board computer described a few months aga in this magazine has a
powerful microcontroller, and can be used for a wide variety of control applications. The

extension card described in the present article gives the 80C535 computer a number of new
interfaces mainly geared to communication with the real world.

Design by W. Hackländer and S. Furchtbar

DESPITE the many Interfaces avail-
able on the 80C535 mlcrocon-

troller board [Ref. 1), there remain a
number of connectton optioris to be
desired. The present extension adds
lhe following interfaces to the 80C535
card: (1) an RC5 decoder which a1lows
a standard (Philips) infra-red rcmotc
control to be used in application pro-
grams: (2) a real-time clock with bat-
tery back-up and an (optional) OCF77
interface for perfectionists: (3) an LC
display interface which supports dls-
plays with one or two lines. and 16 up
to 40 characters, with or without a
backlight.
The new interfaces are su pported by

a number of elementary subroutines
written in assembler code. This soft-
ware collection is supplied on a 3.5-
inch diskette which may be obtained
through our Readers Services.

The hardware
The circuit diagram of the extension
card, Fig. 1. may appear a litUe un-

structured because it rs bastcally a col-
lection of small sub-ctrcutts. At the
heart of the circuit is an address de-
coder type 74HCT138. lC5. Its inputs
are connected to address lines Al2
through A15. and to a combination of
the RO (read) and WR (write) stgnal
made by an OR function. Only three
output stgnajs of lC5 are used. The
srgnal at output Y7 is used to select an
8-bit bus buffer. lC3• at address
03000H. The Y6 stgnal selects the LC
display (at address 02000w02003,,).
and the Y5 stgnal selects 12C controller
lC. (at addresses 01000" and 01001,,).
In practice, the address ranges created
by lC5 are much larger (01000H loca-
tions) than would appear from this
overview. Fortunately, the 'wtde' ad-
dressing is not a problem, and has the
advantage of requiring far less cornpo-
nents than a decoder for the exact ad-
dresses required.

LCDinterface
The LCD ts taken up in the controllers
1/0 address range al the four ad-

NEW INTERFACES

.lC display
• IRdecoder (RCSstandard)
• l2Cinterface
• real-time clock

• RAMmemory with battery backup
• DCF77clock connection
• Standard RS232 connection
• All extensions supported by
assembler code examples

dresses 02000" through 02003H. Two
types of pin header, a single-row type
(Kd and a double-row type (Kg), are
available to cater for the most corn-
monly used connectors on LCD mod-
ules. Preset PI ts available for the
contrast sctttng. while resistor Rll de-
termines the intensity of the LED-
based back light, If that is feature of
the LCO module you are using.

Infra-red receiver
The RC5 compatible infra-red remote
control receiver is butlt around IC2• a
SAA3049 from Philips Semteenduc-
tors. A complete infra-red receiver de-
vice type SFH505. SFH506 or ISI U60
is connected to pin header Kl. These IR
receiver devices convert infra-red light
received from a remote control untt
into electrtcal signals which can be
processed by IC2. Capacitors Cl and
Cl. decouple the supply voltage of the
receiver IC. A LEO, 01• lights to indi-
cate that the SAA3049 detects a valid
(RC5) command from your infra-red
remote contro1. The LED driver is
formed by transistors TI. T2 and a
handful of resistors. The LEO control
signal is also fed to dataline 07 of the
80C535 card. The line Is held low for
about 15 ms after each recetved code.
This enables the microcontroller to de-
tect the reception ofvalid data. Output
TO (toggle) changes state every time a
key has been pressed on the remote
control. The nucroconu-oller can inter-
rogate the state of this output via
dataline 06 of lC3.
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80C535SBCEXTENSIONCARD 11
The RC5 decoder. IC2, requires a

clock of 4 MHz, whtch ts supplied by
the oscillator buHt around quartz crys-
tal XI' The RC5 decoder IC ts powered

via ~. Thts resistor, together wtth ca-
pacttors es and e6. ensures that the
supply voltage is sufficiently decou-
pled. The decoder. like all RC5 compo-

nents, requires a unique address. This
ts set wtth the aid of K]]. whlch con-
ststs of five solder spots located across
pins 7, 8, 15, 16 and 17 of the IC. For
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram 01 the aOC535 extension card. Note the different connections of the three infra-red receivers that may be used.
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COMPUTERS AND.MICROPROCESSORS

Fig. 3. Artwork of the double-sided through-plated board designed for the extension circuit.
This extension board is designed to fit on top of the 80C535computer board.
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example. if the decoder is asstgned the
address '0', It will only respond to com-
mands received from a TV remote con-
trol. Address '0' is selected by clostng
all wire links with a drop of solder tin.
The result of the decoding operatton

is a 5-bit code which appears in in-
verted fonn at RC5 address 0 on out-
puts 00-05 of the SAA3049. Since the
outputs are of the open-collector type,
they are fitted with pull-up resistors.
Next, [C3 buffers the data signals for
the microcontroller to read at address
03000H.

I2C bus interface
The central part in this sub-circuit on
the 80C535 extension card is a
PCD8584 parallet-to-Pr: converter
(Ref. 2). The real-time clock type
PCF8583, ICs, is controlled via the [2C
bus created by the PCD8584. To en-
able I2C modules described in previous
issues of Elektor Electronics to be con-
nected without problems, the bus is
terminated into a 6-way rnirri-Dl N
socket on the extenston card. The
clock signal for the I2Cbus interface is
supplied by a crystal oscillator mod-
u le, X3. The reset signal is furnished
by the 80C535 card. and reaches the
PCD8584 via connector K". Apart from
the RD and WR stgnals, the Interface
requires an address selection stgnal.
and address line AO.The address se-
lection signal may be found at output
Y5ofIC5, and is active in the range be-
tween OIOOOHand OIFFFH. Although
the interrupt option ts not used in any
of our prevtous I2C projects, It rs sup-
ported on the present card. If you wish
to use them, Interr-upt lines INTOand
INT! can be selected via the corre-
sponding jumper on connector K3. The
SDAand SCL lines of the [2Ccontroller

are also taken to the on-board real-
time clock. ICB.Tlus clock has its own
quartz crystal, X2, and may be located
at one of two addresses.
Depending on the presence of a

jumper on connectton AO, the real-
time clock is at I2C address AOH
(jumper fitted) or A2H [jumper not fit-
ted]. Diode D. enables a battery to take
over the supply of the clock if the
mams supply is switched off. Diode D5
then ensures that only ICBis supplied
by the battery.

Power supply
A conventional regulated power supply
ts butlt around IC7. LED D5 functions
as a 'power on' indicator.

Construction
The track layouts and component
mounting plan of the double-sided
through-plated printed circuit board
öestgned for the extenston card are
shown in Fig, 3. The board is deslgned
to fit on top of the 80C535 computer
card. All the necessary connections
can be made using a few pieces of Ilat-
cable. The extension card and the
main computer card form a compact
unit.
Construction is easy tf you use the

ready-rnade printed circuit board sup-
pLied through our Readers Services.
Thanks to the sold er mask on the
ready-rnade board, the risk of short-
ctrcutts between adjacent solder spots
ts minimal. None the Iess, use sold er
tin spartngly. Ir a certain extension
sub-ctrcurt is not requrred. the rele-
vant parts may simply be omttted.
Optionally. the connecttons of K3

and ~ may be made using a couple of
discrete wires. This is possible because

Fig. 2. 80C535 extension card with two ancillaries that can be connected straight away: the
Elektor Electronics 12C controlled LED module (right) and a 2x40 character LCD (below).
Software to drive the LED display unit as a seconds counter is available on disk as order code
946197-1 (see page 70 tor price and ordering details).The program runs under EMON51/52.
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only a limited number of connections
is used on each connector. On the
down side, the dtscrete wires make
disassembling the project a little more
complicated. for tnstance. when a fault
has developed. A final ttp as regards
solde ring: secure the 9-way sub-D
connector wit the aid of two M3 bolts
before soldering the pins. In that way,
you prevent stratn on the solder con-
nections if a plug is inserted.
The circurt is ready for use once all

components have been fitted, the in-
terconnectrons made, and the board is
mounted on top of the 80C535 card.
Preset PI can not be adjusted until

the circuit is powered, and an LCD is
connected. The optimum contrast set-
ttng ts readily found.
Trimmer capacitor C7 enables the

clock to be adjusted should thts run
too fast or too slow.

Software on disk
Diskette 1941 supplied through our
Readers Services contatns two pro-
grams (and their source files) which
shculd prove helpful to test and adjust
the extension card. These programs
are loaded and run (Irom address
4100H)ustng the EMON51 or EMON52
monitor dtscussed in Ref. 3. An I2C
display driver program is avaialble
separately as order code 946197-1.
The RC5 extension may be tested

with the aid of the program
lRTEST.A51. First, the display shows
the text 'RC5 derno" on the top line.
The lower line displays: 'watnng ..... '. If
you press a number key on your RC5
compatible remote control, the corre-
sponding value appears on the LCD.
The '+' function of t.he 'volume' key on
the remote control selects a kind of
'shtft' function. From then on, the sec-
ond function of each key is used.
pressing the '-' key takes you back to
the standard functions. lf other keys
than the numbers are pressed on the
remote control, the LCDshows '255'.
The real-time clock and the I2C in-

terface may be tested by runrung the
program CLK535,A51 on the dtsk. The
Urne is displayed on the LCD.
Apart from enabling you to test the

respectlve extension functions, the
programs also gtve you enough mfor-
mation to wnte your own software for
the extended 80C535 computer. If you
have developed an interesting apphca-
tion, let us know!

(940025)
References:
I. 80C535 single-board computer,
Elektor Elecironics February 1994,
2. [2C interface for PCs, Elektor
Electronlcs February 1992.
3. 80C535 Hardware/assembler
course, Elektor Electronics March
through June 1994.



CORRECTIONS AND UPDATES
80C535 Extension card

June 1994, p. 8-11
The PCD8584 may be swttched to
'6800' mode tf a WR stgnal arrives
without a CS stgnal. The problem may
be solved by combuung WR and CS in
a diocte-AND gate as shown below.
Pin 18 if IC, is taken out of the IC
socket and connected to grau nd via a
lO-kQ resistor. The WR signal is found
on socket pin 18. and CS on pin 10 of
IC5. Also note that the PCD8584 is
currently supplied as the PCF8584.

,.
(PCD/PCF8584)

940025 - L

Dual-purpose LEDdisplay with a semicolon (';').
The baudrate for the cornmumca-

tton softwate should be set to 300, for-
mat: 8 btts, Istartbit, I stop btt, no
partty.

December 1994, p. 90
Resistor R33 should be connected to
grcund, not to +12 V as shown in the
circuit diagram.

Experimentation board tor
PICs

Electronic tuse

July/August 1994, p, 74.
In thc circutt diagram. the signals on
pins 7 and 8 of both connectors K1
should be swapped. MCLR is on pin 8,
and RTCC on pin 7. The relevant PCB
is all rtgh t.

March 1994, p. 56.
Ta prevent transistor T2 from burning
DU t when the reset switch is pressed
during an overload condition, switch
SI should be connected between the
collector of Tj and the base ofT2.

Mains signalling system
(2)
May 1994, p. 10-14.
The instructions for command 'T'
should read: 'T' must be followed by
the address in ASCII, and terminated

quency. 11.0592 MHz, must not be
changed into, say, 12 MHz because it
determtnes the speed of the SLIC sertal
communtcatton (9600 baud). Apart
frorn the reset swttch, 51, the ctrcutt
also has a press- key to generate an
INTOinterrupt. lf capacitor C2 is made
much larger than Cl, the ctrcuit gen er-
ates an INTO interrupt automatically
at power-on. This tnterrupt should
cause the system to Jump to the SLIC
software. via the user program.
The 1/0 lines of ports land 3 are

available on connectors K1 and K2.
These eonnectors may be used to hook
up extension ctrcuits whieh serve to
contral the 80C31.
Finally, the track layout and compo-

nent mounting plan of the
80C31/SLIC board are shown in
Fig,5. (940116)

For further information, contact
Xicor, Ine., 1511 Buckeye Drive.
Mtlpttas CA 95035-7493, U.s.A. Tel.
408/432-8888, fax 408/432-0640.
Xicor Ltd., Hawkins Hause, 14 Black
Bourton Road, Carterton OXI8 3QA,
England. Tel. (01993) 844435, fax:
(01993) 841029.

Fig.5. Printed circuit board designed tor the
80C31/SLlC controller (board available
ready-made, see page 78).
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FUELCONSUMPTION METER

FOR FUEL-INJECTION ENGINES

Design by F. Ebert

To meet market demands as weil as environmental
requirements, automobile engineers are continually striving
towards minimal tuel consumption and cleaner exhaust

systems. That quest has resulted in most modern cars being
titted with multi-valve engines, tuel injection, electronic engine
management and catalytic converters. Surprisingly, however,
tew production cars are titted with a tuel consumption meter:

an omission which this article attempts to put right.

Incontrast to the sttuatton in carburet-
tor engtnes, tt is fatrly easy in the case

of fuel injection engtnes to obtain tnfor-
mation as to fuel consumption.Since the
pressure in the supply line in a correctly
working system is controlled by a fuel
pressure regulator, the consumption is
directly proportional to the number and
length ofthe injection pulses. Using these
pulses to charge a capacitor results in a
potential whjch rtses when more fuel is
used. Applying this potential to a volt-
meter results in a sort of consumption
morutor. However, this would onIy indi-
cate the amount of fuel bemg consumed,

lflOOkm
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

M.P.G.
91.8140
68.8579
55.0805
45.9035
39.3480
34.4290
30.6031
27.5423
25.0385
22.9518
21.1861
19.6733
18.3617
17.2140
16.2013
15.3012
14.4958
13'7713
13.1154
12.5192
11.9751
11.4761
11.0168

whereas a fuel consumption meter gtves
an indication of how many litres per
100 km are being used. The correlatron
between litres per 100 km and m.p.g. (a
more usual concept in many English-
speaking countries) is shown in the table.
Thts means that information is needed
as to the distance covered in a time unit.
Fortunately. most modern cars are
equtpped with an electronic tachometer,
the number of pulses produced by which
can be used to divide the number of in-
jection pulses. The prtnctple of this is
shown inFig. 1. The Injection pulses are
used in conjunctton with a current source
to charge a capacitor. The potential de-
veloped across the capacitor ts applied
to the voltmeter via a buffer stage. This
gtves a indication of the fuel consump-
tion. The pulses from the tachometer are
gtven a specific length by a pulse shaper
and are then used to operate an elec-
tronic switch. Every time the switch Is
closed, the capacitor is partially dts -
charged. The lugher the pulse rate, the
more frequently the capacitor is dts-
charged and the lower the voltmeter read-
ing. In other words, the voltmeter read-
ing has become a function of both the
injected amount offuel and the distance
travelled. If a tachometer is not fitted,
pulses may be derived from the speedome-
ter (see ctrcutt description).
Note that if the car is at astandstill

with the engtne idling, the indicated fuel
consumption will be high: this is because
if there is no distance travelled, the quo-
tient of consumption and zero [dtstance]
is infinitely high.

Circuit description
The capacitor that ts charged and par-
tially discharged is Cl' Charging takes
place via current source T2'The required
constant base potential for this transis-
tcr is obtatned with the aid ofDj.The level
of the chargmg current can be set within
wtde limits with PI' Since the quiescent

drive voltage, Uj, for the injection valves
is high, the current source is controlled
by 'inverting switch' Tl' When 1;. is high,
Tl Is on and short-circuits °1•so that T2
ts off. When Uj is low (that is. during in-
jection offuel), Tl is offand T2 functions
as required.
The stgnal from tbe tachometer, Ut,

consists of reetangular pulses whose width
and amplitude vary appreciably. Fcr ac-
curacy's sake, the pulses are grven a fixed
shape: their rate is, ofcourse, not affected.
The shaping is effected by differentiating
network RTC3, peak limiter D2and mono-
stable lClb' The pulses at the output of
the monostable have a fixed length of
I ms. They control 'discharge swttch' T3.
Thus, Cl is discharged via R5 for a fixed
period at every pulse contained in Ut. The
total discharge period per time unit ts
thus directly proportional to the rate of
the Ut pulses.
The potential across Cl is applied to

voltmeter MI via buffer ICla. To prevent
the meter needle vibrattng with small volt-
age variations, these are smoothed by
shunt capacitor C2.
If a tachometer is not fitted in the ve-

hiele, the Ut pulses can be derived from
the speedometer. The speedometer cable
ts coupled to the instrument on the dash-
board by a rotating magnet. The magnet
rotation can be used to generate pulses
with the aid of a magnetoresistive sensor.
The outputs ofthe sensor used, IC4, are
linked to a differential amplifier, IC3b'
which amplifies xlOO each unbalance
caused by magnette inctuction in the mea-
surmg bridge.
The output of l'Cjj, is applied to the pos-

itive input ofcomparator IC3a.which uses
the differential stgnal averaged by
R1s-CS as its reference. Thus, the output
of the comparator is a reetangular pulse
tratn, whose frequency is directly pro-
portional to the speed of the vehicle. Diode

";.~"'"""
JlJL

I

940045·11

Fig. 1,Charging a capacitor in rhythm with
the luel injection pulses and partially dis-
charging it in rhythm with the tachometer
pulses gives an average potential across
the capacitor that ls representative 01the
fuel consumption over a certain distance.
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Fig. 2. Circuit diagram 01the fuel consumption meter. The lower section ls for use
with a speedometer.
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Os indicates whether output pulses are
bemg produced.
The sensttrvtty ofthe sensor was found

to be more than actequate. In the proto-
type, reliable pulses were produced even
when the distance between IC4 and the
casing ofthe speedometer was a fewcen-
timetres (up to an inch).

Construction
The prtnted-circurt board for the meter is
shown in Fig. 3. It ts easily cut into two:
the larger portion for the meter sectton
and the srnaller for the the magnetore-
sistive sectton if required. Populating the
board(s) is stratghtforward. Connections
between the board(s) and the tachome-
tcr are by light-angle car-type terminais
as shown in Fig. 4.
The voltmeter and the 12 V battery

supply are connected to the meter board.
Ifthe magnetoreststive sensor rs used,

the relevant board is best fitted in a small
synthetic enclosure mounted directly on
to the speedometer. The best position for
itmust be determined by trtal and error
as most speedometers are slightly differ-
ent Irom one another. Durtng a short test
drive It can be deterrmned from Dgwhether
the sensor Is in a strong enough magnette
field. If the distance between this board
and the meter board is more than about
30 cm (I foot), the interconnection be-
tween them should be made in screened
cable.
The posittons from where to take the

Uj and Ut stgnals are best found out from
a car dealer or from the car's technical
handbook. However, the position of the
mjcctton valves Is eastly found. One ofthe
terminals on the valve canies 12 V: the
Uj pulse train is taken from the other ter-
minal.
The take-off point for the tachometer

is normally situated near the drive shaft
or the differential: there is only one ter-
minal. Whether this Is the eorreet termi-
nal can be checked by drtving the car for
a short distance after having taken the
socket off the terminal. If the tachometer
does not work. it is the terminal from
which the Ut pulse tratn is to be taken.
Reinsert the socket on to the terminal
onee the tap has been made.

Calibration
The fuel eonsumption meter is intended
plimarily to facilitate drtvtng with fuel
economy in mind. Therefore, an indrca-
tion as to fuel economy was deemed more
important than an exact reading of the
fuel used. It is for that reason that the
read-out is not a eomplex digital one, but
a simple rnovtng-coüInstrument. Moreover,
his type of meter is not so distraetive for
the driver:a safetyplus point. Nevertheless,
some calibration Is neeessary to set a
guideline.
It may be asked whether only one cal-

ibrating device, PI, is sufftctent in all



GENERAL INTEREST

cases. The answer is: almost certainly in
99% of them. The range of the preset is
fairly large and, moreover, the difference
in aspects with which this article 1Scon-
cerned between a vartety of cars is not
very great. For mstance. the mjcction
time inmost cars ts in the range 1-15 ms.
Furthermore, the relationship between
tachometer rate and dtstance covered is
determined by the final drive ratio. which
in most cases ts not far from 4: I. At the
end of this arttele is a formula for the
exact calculation of the average potential
across Cl-
Three thtngs are required for the calt-

bration: a chauffeur, the car's instruc-
tion book and a wind-still day.
In the Instructton book, find and note

the manufacturer's conaumption fig-
ures: these normally include that at a
constant 56 m.p.h. and 70 m.p.h.
When the engme has reached its normal

running temperature, keep the speed at
constant 56 m.p.h. and adjust PI for a
meter deflection of about 1/4 f.s.d. Mark
this point with the figure gtven in the in-
struction book, say, 9.00 (U 100 km) or
30 (m.p.g.). Then, accelerateto 70m.p.h.
and check that the meter reading in-
creases and mark that point wtth the ftg-
ure gtven in the book. say, 11.00
(1/100 km) or 25 (m.p.g.).

Average capacitor volta ge
The average value of the voltage. Vel.
across capacitor Cl ts given by:

where
Ji = tnjcction rate (n/50 Hz, where n= en-
gine speed in r.p.m.);

tj c:c injection duration (1-15 ms);
ft :::::tachometer rate in Hz;
tt ::::-monotime of tachometer (ms);
Ro = discharge reststor (R5= 103 Q);
C = Integrator capacitance (CI = 10-0 F);
Ij = integrator current (ean be set between
5}lA and 10 mA).

Parts list
Resistors:
RI=6.8kQ
R2, R7, RI3, RI4, RIS = 100 kQ
R3, R22= 1.5 kQ
R.,R5=lkQ
Rt; = 18 kQ
RS,Rt;, RII· RI2, RI7, R21= 10 kQ
RIO = 33 kQ
RI5, RI6 = 10 MQ
R19 = 1 Mn
R20= 22 kQ
PI = 200 kQ multitum preset (horizontal)

Capacitors:
CI = 1 pF. polyester
C2 = 100 pF, 10 V, radial
C3 = 1 nF

Fig. 3. The printed-circuit board tor the tue I consumption meter is easily cut into two.
The smaller section is tor use with a speedometer if a tachometer is not fitted.

Fig. 4. The completed boards clearly show the cer-type right-angle terminals.

C4 = 120 nF
C5, CIO = 10 )lF, 25 V, radial
C6 = 10 pr. 10 V, radial
C7, Cg = 100 nF
Cg = 1 p.F, 10 V, radial

Integrated circuits:
lCI,lC3 =TLC272CP
lC2 = 7805
lC4 = KMZIOB (Philips)

Miscellaneous:
11 off car-type terminals, rtght-angled
with matehing sockets

MI = movtng-cotl meter, 100}lA, 1.9 kQ
PCB Ref. 940045

Semiconductors:
D1. D5= LED, red, low current
D2 = zener, 4.7 V. 500 mW
D3 = BAT85
D4 = lN4001
TI, T3 = BC547B
T2 = BC557B

[940045[
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cases. The answer is: almost certainly in
99% of them. The range of the preset is
fairly large and. moreover. the difference
in aspects with which this article is con-
cerned between a variety of cars is not
very great. For instance, the injection
time in most cars is in the range 1-15 ms.
Furthermore. the relationship between
tachometer rate and distance covered is
determined by the final drive ratio, which
in most cases is not far from 4: 1. At the
end of this article is a formula for the
exact calculation ofthe average potential
across CI.
Three things are required for the cali-

bration: a chauffeur. the car's instruc-
tion book and a wind-still day.
In the instruction book, find and note

the manufacturer's consumption fig-
ures: these normally include that at a
constant 56 m.p.h. and 70 m.p.h.
When the engme has reached its normal

running temperature, keep the speed at
constant 56 m.p.h. and adjust PI for a
meter deflectton of about 1/4 f.s.d. Mark
this point with the figure given in the in-
struction book, say. 9.00 (f! 100 km) or
30 (m.p.g.). Then, accelerate to 70 m.p.h.
and check that the meter reading in-
creases and mark that point with the fig-
ure given in the book, say. 11.00
(f/lOO km) or 25 (m.p.g.).

Average capacitor voltage
The average value of the voltage, Uel.
across capacitor CI is gtven by:

where
fi = injection rate (n/60 Hz. where n= en-
gine speed in r.p.m.);

ti = injection duration (1-15 ms);
ft = tachometer rate in Hz;
It = monotime of tachometer (ms);
Ro = discharge resistor (R5= 103 n);
C = Integrator capacitance (CI = 10-6 F);
Ii= Integrator current (can be set between
6 pA and 10 mAl.

Parts list
Resistors:
RI = 6.8 kQ
R2. R7. R13.R14.RIS = 100 kQ
R3..R22= 1.5 kQ
~. R5= 1 kQ
~= 18kQ
Rs, Rg. RI!. R12.R17.R21= 10 kQ
RIO= 33 kQ
R15. RI6 = 10 Mn
RI9 = 1Mn
R20 = 22 kQ
PI = 200 kQ multiturn preset (horizontal)

Capacitors:
CI = 1 pF. polyester
C2 = 100 pF. 10 V. radial
C3 = 1nF

Fig. 3. The printed-circuit board for the fuel consumption meter is easily cut into two.
The smaller section is for use with a speedometer if a tachometer is not fitted.

Fig. 4. The completed boards clearly show the car-type right-angle terminals.

C4 = 120 nF
C5' CIO= 10 pF, 25 V. radial
C6 = 10 pF. 10 V, radial
C7. C9= 100 nF
Cs = 1 pF. 10 V. radial

Integrated circuits:
ICI. IC3 = TLC272CP
IC2 = 7805
IC4= KMZIOB (Philips)

Semiconductors:
DI. D5= LED. red. low current
D2 = zener. 4.7 V. 500 mW
D3 =BAT85
D4 = IN4001
TI. T3 = BC547B
T2 = BC557B

Miscellaneous:
11 off car-type terminals. rtght-angled
with matehing sockets

MI = moving-cotl meter, 100 pA. 1.9 kQ
PCB Ref. 940045

[940045)
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12C BUS BOOSTER

The 12Cinterface was originally developed by Philips
Components to enable complex integrated circuits to
communicate using a simple bidirectional bus. In practice, 12C
compatible ICs may be located up to a few meters apart. In
some cases, for instance, with remote data logging, longer
connections will be desired. The bus booster described here
increases the maximum distance between 12Cdevices bya
factor 10, bringing small networking applications within easy
reach.

Design by K. Walraven

THE abbreviatton 12C stands for
Inter lntegrated Circuit [IlC], which

already hints at a bus system which
alIows ICs to talk to each other.
Usually, this means that connections
are establisbed 'across the board' or
between boards, that ts, over distances
of a couple of tens of centimetres.
Effectively. the 12Cbus makes it possi·
ble for many complex fCs on the same
board, or different modules (Ior in-
stance, in a 'IV set) to share a common
bus for data and command traffie. Ta
ensure the integrity of the tnformattcn
conveyed via the bus, the total capaci-
tance of all connected devices is sub-
ject to certain restrtctions.
The design of the 12Cbus is based

on a maximum load capacitance of
400 pF. Consequently. in practice dis-
tances of up to a few meters may be
covered. By using a special I2C bus
drrver, the 82B715. the maximum bus
capacitance may be increased by a fac-

tor 10. This is achieved by stepping
down the impedance of the SDA [data)
and SCL [clock) ltnes with the atd of an
electromc transformer. As illustrated
in Fig. 1, a single 82B715 contains
two current transformers which effec-
tively multiply the transformer 'prt-
mary' (t.e.. device input) current by a
factor 10. The structure of a buffered
r2c link is shown in Fig. la, while
Fig. 1b illustrates how two 12Coutputs
are interconnected via a common pull-
up reststor. The current transfonner
(an an solid-state devicel) is inserted
between the pull-up resistor and the
output. If the open-collector output of
port A is actuated, a current Ib flows
from the pull-up resistor to the actu-
ated output via the current trans-
former. The output transistor of buffer
Ab boosts the current through the
buffered 12C line by a factor 10. The
'exccss' current (9xlb) is shunted back
into the supply by the transformer out-

put transistor. The legte low level
which is then on the 12C bus line is
copied l-to-I to the Input of port B via
buffer Sb. Since the rule that only one
output may be low at a time is still
valid, it is possible to connect several
ports to the buffered bus. Also, buffers
may be connected in parallel beeause
they have the same open-collector
structure at thetr outputs as any other
12Ccompatible IC. It should be noted,
though, that each I2C line may have
only one 330-11 pull-up reststor.
Consequently. all resistors [i.e.. pull-
up resistors as well as current limiting
resistors} should be removed from the
entire path between the extsting 12C
connectton, and that of the 12Cbuffer.
On the existing 12C modules de-

scribed in Elektor Electronics, the se-
rtes resistors on the bus lines served to
afford ESD [electrostatic diseharge)
proteenon. They should now be re-
moved to prevent problems caused by
the voltage they introduce. lf ESD re-
sistors were used throughout the cir-
cutt. a logic low level would correspond
to a voltage between 0.5 V and 2 V.
which exeeeds the spectftcattons of the
buffer devtce. You need not worry
about removing the ESD protectton be-
cause the buffer IC itself contains pro-
tective circuttry.

Speak of capacitance
The fact that the maximum capacitive
load on an r2c bus ltne is about 400 pF
says very little in itself - arguably, the
practical consequences of this restric-
tton are far more important. When or-
dtnary pes material is used, each port
represents a load of about 10 pF. The
wiring capacttance is about equal.
Consequently. a maximum of 20 ICs
may be connected to a stngle bus line.
Longish cables, however, reduce this
number constderably. because they in-
troduce a relatively large stray capaci-
tance.
Based on a maximum clock fre-

quency of 100 kHz, the Re time may
not exceed I us. At this ttming. the
pulse edges have a length of about
4 us. Assuming that a pull-up resistor
of 330 11is used. the maximum load
capacitance equals about 300 pF
[I Jls/3.3 k11).Consequently, a maxi-
mum load capacitance of 3,000 pF
may be present at the buffered side if a
330-11pull-up is used. lt is hard to say
how this can be translated into cable
length, since that depends largely on
the type of cable used. In any case. a
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I'C BUS BOOSTER

cable of a couple of meters will not pre-
sent problems. If you want to 'squeeze'
the drtver for maximum drive capacity .
the value of the pull-up resistor may
be lowered to 153 n, at which the max-
imum perrmsstble current of 30 mA
Ilows.
If a lower clock frequency is used.

the maximum pennissible capacitance
that can be drtven increases propor-
tionally.
The osci1loscope screendump in

Fig. 2 shows the SDA signal (upper
trace) as weil as the SCL stgnal (lower
trace). The start condition ts shown to
the left. The fal!ing tnegattve-gotngj
edge is clearly steeper than the rtstng
(positive-going) edge. This ts caused by
the fact that the rising edge depends
on the relatively high value of the pul!-
up resistor. An acknowledge pulse is
generated at the ninth signal edge. At
the time the screendump was made. a
330-0: reststor was still present in se-
rtes with the output of a module. As a
result, the '0' level is at about 0.5 V
here,

Practical circuit
The circuit diagram of the l2C bus
booster is given in Fig. 3. All and
sundry will agree that this is a very
simple circuit indeed. The heart of the
booster is fonned by the 82B715 in po-
sition ICI. Both outputs of the IC are
fitted with a 330~Q pul! up resistor.
The 12C connection to be buffered is
linked to connector KI. The booster
chip is supplied with input signals.
supply voltage and ground via thts
connector. The intcrrupt stgnals are
not boosted, and passed straight on to
the outputs of the circuit, connectors
K2 and K3. It ts therefore better not to
use interrupts.
The presence of two connectors

makes chaining the bus much easier.
If chaining is not required. you may
want to omit K3. Capacitors CI and C2
are added to afford sufficient decou-
pltng of the supply Une.

Construction
The artwork of the printed ctrcutt
board destgned for the bus booster is
shown in Fig. 4. Stncc It seems logreal
to use at least two buffers, the PCB en-
ables you to build two buffers at a
time. The two PCBs are best separated
before they are populated.
Because of its small stze, the circuit

is easily butlt into a compact case. The
constr-ucüon itself is entirely straight-
forward, and requires hardly any corn-
ment. Just make sure you work
carefully, and use a solder iron with a
fine tip.
Having completed the bus booster it

is time to remove a1l pull-up resistors

a

SoA

I'e

828715

940057·118

940057·11b

Fig. 1. Strueture of a buffered 12C bus. The eurrent transformers in the 828715 are used to
buffer the bus lines.

SCL

standard
J2C interface butferred J2C interface

cable

standard
12C interface

Fig. 2. Seope sereendump to iIIustrate the eommunication protoeol on the 12C bus, and the ef-
feet of the 330-0 resistor in series with an 12C line.
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8

-@
3 SX U~2 __~ __-4 ~~~

IC1
828715 7

SV LV -..:------- ......---~~-+----------..
.....

K1

4
K3

940057 - 13

Fig. 3. Circuit diagram of the 12Cbus booster: one integrated circuit and a handful of passive

parts do the trick.

from the existing I2C bus, as wen as
any 330-Q ESD protection reststors.
Disconnect the cable, and connect a
bus booster at both ends. From then
on, the buffering on the bus could not
be better, and much larger distances
can be covered reliably. By the way, do

remember that only one set of buffer
resistors is necessary in each I2C bus
system. This means that resistors R,
and R2 need to be fitted on one of the
two booster boards only.

(940057)

I2C projects described in previous
issues of this magazine:

Inter-IC communtcations, September
1990.
Video dtgttizer. July /August 1991.
I2C interface for PCs, February 1992.
I2c LED display, June 1992.
Speech/sound memory, December
1992.
I2C alphanumerical display,
July/August 1993.
I2Cbus fuse, July /August 1993
I2C opto Zrelay card. february 1993.
I2C power switch, december 1993.
I2C tester, Jaimary 1994.

I2C driver software for PCs, on disk:
order code 1821 (see page 70).

o~

o

o

o

o

Fig. 4. Track layout and component overlay of the printed circuit board designed for the bus booster (two on one PCB).
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Could the authors of'APracticalMethod
ofDesigning Re Active Filters'which ap-

peared in the March 1955 issue of IRE
Transactions on Circuit Theory) have ex-
pected that the unity-gain low-pass and
high-pass seetions would still be highly pop-
ular 40 yearslater? Perhaps. Whatis certain
is that this popularity is not misplaced: only
two resistors, tWQ capacitors an an operational
amplifier are needed to construct a unity-gain,
second-order filter with a high input im-
pedance and low output impedance. Several
of such second-order sectians can be cas-
caded to obtain a higher even-order filterä.
Formulas for calculating the component
values to obtain given cut-off frequencies
and filter types aboundß. Unfortunately, al-
most without exception, these are intended
for calculating the capacitor values and as-
sume equivalent resistors.
Figure 1 shows an example of a fourth-

order Butterworth low-pass filter
(fe = 1000 Hz) that has been computed with
the aidofsuch formulas. Itis clear that they
give rise to awkward values of capacitors:
172 nF, 147 nF,416nF and 60.9nF. Sinceca-
pacitors not falling in the E 12 series ofvalues
are virtually unobtaineble, they have to be
constructed from series/parallel combina-
tions or have to be rounded to the nearest
E12 value. Roundingoffoften results in a se-
rious deviation ofthe wanted characteristic,
while combinations of capacitors cost more
components.
There is, however, another way. The char-

acteristic ofthe filter in Fig. 2 is identical to
that ofthe section in Fig. 1. However, the fil-
ter in Fig. 2 uses capacitors that have stan-
dardE12 values. The price forthis is that the
resistors are no longer equivalent and have
no E 12values. This does not matter, however,
because 1% metal film resistors in the E96
series, which are freely available, can be
used. Roundingofftothe nearestE96 value
results in negligible deviations from the
wanted characteristic.

Computation
Another result of using E12 value capaci-
tors is that computingthe component values
has become rather more difficult. For this
reason, Table 1 simplifies the design of
Butterworth or Bessel sections ofthe sec-
ond, fourth, sixth and eightorder. The table
is normalized for 1 Hz; the resistor and ca-
pacitor values are in ohms and fards re-
spectively. The required numberofsections
is given for each order; each section can be

Q "
8k06

",
"3k32

RC ACTIVE FILTERS
ByH.Kroeze

"1720

",. ,.

940000·11

Fig. 1. Fourth-order Butterworth low-pass filter (fe = 1 kHz) designed in
the classical manner, that is, with equivalent resistors.

Q "
1k69

1200

"lk24

Fig. 2. The same filter as in Fig. 1 but now with capacitors with E12values.

100 102 105 107 110 113 115 118
121 124 127 130 133 137 140 143
147 150 154 158 162 165 169 174
178 182 ]87 191 196 200 205 210
215 221 226 232 237 243 249 255
261 267 274 280 287 294 301 309
316 324 332 340 348 357 365 374
383 392 402 412 422 432 442 453
464 475 487 499 511 523 536 549
562 576 590 604 619 634 649 665
681 698 715 732 750 768 787 806
825 845 866 887 909 931 953 976

Standard values in the E96series.

selected from three sets of component
values. The capacitor values in successive
sets differrougWy by a factor 2, so that in al-
most all cases an optimum choice can be
made.
The computation is commenced by se-

lecting a component set for each section of
the wanted order. Divide the values oftheca-

pacitors in that set by a suitable powerofl0,
say, 1 000 000, to obtain values in ul" or nF.
Multiply the resistance value by the same
power oflO and divide the result by the cut-
offfrequency (in Hz). Figure 3 gives an ex-
ample of an eighth-order Bessel filter with
a cut-off frequency of 15 Hz; the selected
sets are indicated in Table 1.

Fig. 3. Eighth-order Bessel filter (fe = 15 Hz).Table 1 gives the component values.
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Other filters

Figure 4 shows the basic design of a third-
order sectiond. Several books publish the de-
sign formulas, but these give the same prob-
lems with thecapacitorvalues as mentioned
earlier.
Selecting E12 values for the capacitors

RC ACTIVE FILTERS

comes down to a solving a non-linear set of
three equations with peripheral conditions.
This is virtuallyimpossible by conventional
meansv, but is fairly straightforward with
modern mathematics software such as
MathCad. This program gives a fairly easy
to use design table for Butterworth and
Bessel sections-see Table 2. From thie
table, a set ofthe wanted type is selected, after

which the values of the capacitors and re-
sistors are determined as befare. Figure 4
shows a 50 Hz Butterworth filter designed
with the aid ofthis table.
It is also possible to design a fourth-order

section with only one opampß--eee Fig. 5. The
solution ofther associated set of equations
is typified by the large ratio ofC4 to the other
capacitors. This limits the application ofthis

•
2kl0

Fig. 4. Thlrd-order Butterwarth lilter (fe = 50 Hz) Fig. 5. Faurth·arder Bessel filter (fe = 1 kHz)

LP Butterworth Bessel
order
2 section 1 section 1
amp Rl R2 Rl R2
1 Cl C2 Cl C2

set 1 6.4078 3.8230 6.5671 3.2835
0.047 0.022 0.033 0.022

set 2 2.981 1.8079 2.9511 1.6598
0.1 0.047 0.068 0.047

set 3 1.4647 0.7861 1.4448 0.7224
0.22 0.1 0.15 0.1

LP Butterworth Bessel
order
4 section I sectlon 2 sectlon 1 sectlon 2
amp Rl R2 R3 R4 R1 R2 R3 R4
2 Cl C2 C3 C4 Cl C2 C3 C4

set 1 8.1075 5.2598 3.8944 1.6425 6.4648 3.2232 3.9217 1.6795
0.027 0.022 0.18 0.022 0.027 0.022 0.068 0.022

set 2 3.5330 2.7240 1.5106 1.0811 2.9313 1.6051 1.8774 0.7445
0.056 0.047 0.33 0.047 0.056 0.047 0.15 0.047

set 3 1.6967 1.2441 0.8582 0.3600 1.3893 0.7428 0.7373 0.4950
0.12 0.1 0.82 0.1 0.12 0.1 0.27 0.1

LP Butterworth Bessel
order
6 sectlon 1 section 2 sectlon 3 section 1 section 2 section 3

amp Rl R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 Rl R2 R3 R4 R5 R6

3 Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C6

set 1 9.4750 4.5007 6.4078 3.8230 2.0019 1.7428 6.1376 2.7008 3.7208 3.2864 2.3757 1.3359

0.027 0.022 0.047 0.022 0.33 0.022 0.027 0.022 0.033 0.022 0.1 0.022

set 2 4.3076 2.2342 2.9810 1.8079 1.2094 0.5434 2.8020 1.3351 2.2613 1.0186 1.1503 0.5870

0.056 0.047 0.1 0.047 0.82 0.047 0.056 0.047 0.082 0.047 0.22 0.047

set 3 2.0398 1.0348 1.4647 0.7861 0.4404 0.3834 1.3253 0.6191 0.8186 0.7230 0.5429 0.2736

0.12 0.1 0.22 0.1 1.5 0.1 0.12 0.1 0.15 0.1 0.47 0.1

LP Butterworth
order
8 section 1 section 2 section 3 seetion 4
amp Rl R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8

4 Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8

set 1 9.8702 4.3205 7.1515 4.8787 5.4726 2.5657 1.9579 0.8648
0.027 0.022 0.033 0.022 0.082 0.022 0.68 0.022

set 2 4.5072 2.1353 2.8591 2.7721 2.6197 1.1429 0.9384 0.3829
0.056 0.047 0.068 0.047 0.18 0.047 1.5 0.047

set 3 2.1317 0.9902 1.5733 1.0733 1.0036 0.7648 0.3614 0.2596

0.12 0.1 0.15 0.1 0.33 0.1 2.7 0.1

LP Beseel
order
8 section 1 sectton 2 sectlon 3 section 4

amp Rl R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8
4 Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8

set 1 5.6550 2.3841 4.9607 2.0954 3.2100 2.0005 1.8128 0.8839
0.027 0.022 0.033 0.022 0.047 0.022 0.15 0.022

set 2 2.5867 1.1763 2.2564 1.0465 1.4922 0.9·467 0.8708 0.3915
0.056 0.047 0.068 0.047 0.1 0.047 0.33 0.047

set 3 1.2229 0.5457 1.0914 0.4610 0.7365 0.4098 0.3978 0.1955
0.12 0.1 0.15 0.1 0.22 0.1 0.68 0.1
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Table 1.Campanent values lar designs with 1-4 aperatianal ampliliers. Campanent numbers as in Fig.3.
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design to a narrower frequency range. Also,
because of component tolerances and para-
sitic effects, such as the finite output im-
pedance ofthe opamp, the deviation from the
wanted characteristic is rather larger than
in the twa opamp design. Nevertheless, this
design may prove useful in situations where
accuracy is not of paramount importance.
The conversion to E12 values of the C8-

pacitors in thefourth-order section, as shown
in Table 3, 18optimised for minimum ca-
pacitor ratios. It appears that Butterworth
filters can be designed with a capacitorratio
of 50, whereas in Bessel filters the ratio
should not begreater than about 15.Figure 5
gives a worked example of a Bessel filter
with a cut-offfrequency of1 kHz.
An interesting application ofthe Olle opamp

design is that it enables replacing a secend-
order Butterworth filterin an existingequip-
ment by a fourth-crder Bessel filter. This re-
quires no more than changing the values of
the existing resistors and capacitors and
addingtwo resistars and two capacitors. The
graph in Fig. 6 shows that the frequency
characteristic of a fourth-order Bessel sec-
tion is better than that of a second-order
Butter-worth filter. Moreover, the Bessel fil-
ter is phase-linear and does not produce
ringing ofpulse-shaped signals.

Addendum
The transfer function of a second-order fil-
teris

T(s)

Where Wc is 2nfc (natural frequency), a and
bare arbitrary factors,a = magnification,
and s =jw.

Let Rj=aR;
R2=R;
Cl = bC;
C2= C,and

then:
1

and
I-r-ea=--JJ,

1+a = a~(ab)

a = l(a2b-2l+~DI/2

The denominator polynomial, D(s)' is

D(s)= a4bL4a2b > 0
This can be solvedonly if'Djj 1Spositive.

a2b[a2b-4] > 0
with a and b positive, so that

LP Butterworth Bessel
order
3 R1 R2 R3 R1 R2 R3
amp 1 Cl C2 C3 Cl C2 C3

set 1 1.9499 4.4880 3.8390 1.5400 1.8916 2.2694
0.1 0.1 0.012 0.1 0.1 0.022

set 2 0.8786 1.9594 1.7919 0.6367 1.0456 0.8061
0.22 0.22 0.027 0.22 0.22 0.056

set 3 0.4159 0.9667 0.8105 0.2972 0.4929 0.3746
0.47 0.47 0.056 0.47 0.47 0.l2

Table 2. Componenl values lor Ihird-order liller designed as in Fig. 4.

LP Butterworth Beseel
order
4 Rj R2 R3 R4 RJ R2 R3 R4
amp 1 Cl (2 C3 C4 CI C2 C3 (4

set 1 1.4520 4.9960 12.860 5.5790 0.9708 2.3380 3.5570 2.7100
0.1 0.056 0.1 0.0022 0.1 0.082 0.1 0.0068

set 2 0.6496 2.3760 5.3660 2.8380 0.4406 1.0660 l.6270 1.2230
0.22 0.12 0.22 0.0047 0.22 0.18 0.22 0.015

set 3 0.3122 1.0390 2.3460 1.4140 0.2111 0.4647 1.7100 0.3126
0.47 0.27 0.47 0.01 0.47 0.39 0.47 0.027

Table 3. Componenl values lorlourlh-orderfiller designed as in Fig. 5.

b > 4/a2
c determines a minimum for b.

Active Filters'by R'P Sallen & E.L. Key;
IRE Transactions on Circuit Theory,
March 1955, pp. 74-85.

2. OperationalAmpli{i.ers by G.E. Tobey, J.G.
Greame, L.P. Huelsman; pp. 295-32l.

3. Filter Handbooh by Stefan Niewiadomski,
pp.74-75; Heinemann Newnes 1989.

4. Function Circuits by Y.J. Wong & W.E.
Ott, pp. 228-236.

5. Electronic Filter Design Handbook by
Arthur B. Williams & Fred J. Taylor;
McGraw-HiII 1988.

Select a slightly Jarger b from the E-12 se-
ries, calculate a from [1] and then Cl, C2,
Rl and Rj.

[940060]

References
1. 'A Practical Method of Designing RC
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Fig. 6. Frequency characlerislics 01 a second-order Butterworth liller and a lourlh-
order Bessel Iiller, bolh 01which can be designed wilh only one operalional amplilier.
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RS485 INTERFACE FOR MCS-51
MICROCONTROLLER SYSTEMS

Practically all of today's computer systems are equipped with
an RS232 interface. That trusty and widely known serial
interface enables a full-duplex link to be set up between two
devices. Unfortunately, the applications of the RS232 interface
remain limited to just that function. Sy contrast, the RS485
standard creates many more, and more advanced,
possibilities. This article describes the operation of the RS485
bus, and how existing MCS51 microcontroller cards can be
upgraded for small networking applications.

Design by W. Hackländer

PHYSICALLY,the RS485 interface is
an improved version of the familiar

RS232 interface. Introduced in 1983,
the RS485 interface is matnly sutted to
implementing control systems and
data distribution. An important im-
provement over the RS232 interface Is
the use of a symmetrical ('twtsted-
pair') link. However, this means that
the two-wire link ts only suitable for
half-duplex connections. All transmit-
tcrs and receivers are connected to the
same two wires. Only one transmitter
can be active at a time; allother con-
nections are either in htgn-tmpedance
mode, or listen to the information COD-

veyed via the link.
In industrial appltcattons. the

RS485 system is often used as a Ioeal
bus called P-net (a derivate of the
Field -bus). In the P'C envtronment.
RS485 is used in SCSI and IPI inter-
faces. In the Iield of domestic electron-
ics, It could be used to create a kind of
horne bus, with sorne tnteresting spec-
ifications: a maximum data rate in ex-
cess of 10 Mbys (up to 30 Mbys under
favourable conditions, and usrng a
symmetrical cableJ, cable Iengths of up
to 1,200 m, and reduced susceptibility
to noise thanks to the use of differen-
tial inputs on the recervers. Also, the

RS485 MAIN
SPECIFICATIONS

Driver:
Capacity:
Output irnpedance:
[l.eakaqe current:
Diff. voltage:
Output current:

max. 32 receivers
120Q

< 100~A
1.5t05V

150 mA into grau nd
250 mA at -7 to +12 V

Receiver:
Input impedance:
Max. common-mode
voltage:
Diff. sensitivity:
Bit rate:
ESD protection:

12 kQ

-7to+12V
±200 mV

rnax. 32 Mb/s
to 2.5 kV

RS485 bus generates very ltttle noise
by virtue of the low stgnal levels in
combination with the differential in-
puts. Not surprtstngly. an mcreasing
number of professrenal users turn to
RS485 when it comes to tmplementing
serial connections.

RS485: differential to
combat noise
The major dtfference between a differ-
ential connection and a 'normal' sin-
gle-ended one is that two stgnal wires
are used as opposed to one. The stg-
nals on the two wires are always in
antt-phase. Noise induced in the cable
Is always in phase. i.e., it has the same
phase on the two srgnal wires. and is
thus automatically cancelled at the re-
ceiver's differential inputs. Further-
more, the two antt-phase signals
automatically cancel each other:s elec-
trical and/or magnette ftelds.
Consequently, the emission of noise is
reduced to a minimum.
As always in transmission technol-

ogy, the integrity of the data conveyed
via the link ia best protected by ensur-
ing that the cable Is termlnated with
the characteristic impedanee. In prac-
tiee, this means that termmattng rests
tors are fitted at both ends of the
cable. The value of these reststors ts
equal to the characteristic impedance
of the network. As a rule of thumb,
this impedance is the same as the out-
put impedance of the transmitter,
which is 120 Q in the present case.
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*see text
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the RS485 interface.

That also restriets the length of the
link. Even good-qualtty copper wire of,
say. 0.25 mm? croes-sccttonal area
represen ts a certain resistance. A
practical value ts about 80 n per kilo-
metre. Consequently, a cable with a

length of between 1,200 and 1.500 m
has an impedance which is equal to
the characteristic impedance, which
automatical1y gtves us the maximu m
cable dtstance lhat can be used.
Another aspect which sets restric-

RS485 INTERFACE

tians to the link cancerns the stray ca-
pacitance and inctuctance inherent to
any electrical cable. Since data is con-
veyed at relatively high speeds, steep
edges appear in the signal. along with
their associated higher harmorucs. As
the length of the cable increases, the
harmonics level drops, so that the sig-
nal edges are less steep. The result is
easily guessed: data is corrupted, and
the serial link is no Ionger reliable if a
certarn cable length is exceeded.

RS485hardware
The simphctty of an RS485 interface is
illustrated by the drawing in Fig. l.
The SN75176 contains a complete
transmitter and a recetver in a DIL-8
package. The standard version of thts
lC is marked by the sufftx 'A", and has
a typreal current consurnption of
35 mA. The 'B' verston is much faster,
but has a lugher current consumption:
about 42 mA. Finally. a Iow-power ver-
sion is available, the SN74LBC176,
with a current consumption of only
1.5 mA. Remarkably, this lower cur-
rent consumption has virtually no neg-
ative effect on the performance of the
lC.
The ctrcuit diagram indicates that

the RS485 interface replaces an exist-
ing RS232 interface. Furthermore, a
microcontroller output is needed to ac-
tuate the driver. This Ia achteved by
pulling the DE input legte high. A
jumper allows you to deterrnine which
port line of, say, a 80C31 or 80C32, is
used for that purpose. There is asnag,
however: the mpur/output lines on all
MeS51 family microcontrollers are

FUNCTION TABlE (RECEIVER) FUNCTlON TABU: (DRIVER)

DIFFERENTIAL INPUTS ENABlE OU11'iJT

A-. RE •
VIO > 0.2 V L H

-0.2V<VIO<0.2V L 1
VIO" -0.2 V L L

X H 2

INPUT ENABLE OUTPUTS
D DE A •H H H L
L H L H
X L 2 2

H = high level, l = 10.....tevet. ? = indelerminale.
X = irrelevant, Z = high imped8nce laff)

logic svmbott

DE .,,,,31_--,

logic diagram (positive logici

(8) A

(7) B
RE (2)

trh!s symbol is in acccrdence with ANSI/IEEE Std 91-1984 and
rec Publication 617-12.

•

o 141

rv rv -+5V
(8)A}-' U '-- 0
(71 BUS

p.-......- ... =-. , r. r:--+5V
\..J U'-O

940035· 12

Fig.2. Interna I schematic and function table of the SN751768 RS485 bus transceiver.
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COMPUTERS ANDMICROPROCESSORS

Fig. 3. Track layout (direct reading) and component overlay of the double-function (re-
ceiver/transmitter) PCB designed for the RS485 interface. The PCB is designed to upgrade
existing MCS51microcontroller systems with an RS485interface.

legte high after areset. Consequently,
the interface would be enabled imme-
diately. This can be prevented only by
programmtng, i.e., writing a '0' to the
relevant port line as part of the soft-
ware initialization.
Resistor R] is used in conjunction

with jurnper.clf'jto connect a terminat-
ing resistor on the line [if necessary;
see below).

The RS485 protocol
A single RS485 driver may be loaded
with up to 32 receiver inputs. Since all
receivers and transmitters in an
RS485 network ('mini LAN')are con-
nected to one and the same twisted-
pair , only one transmitter may be
active at a time. If one transmitter is
active, all others must be in high-im-
pedance mode. This is ensured by the
protocol drawn up for the RS485 inter-
face. You may even write your own
protocol. If you have a system which
has an RS485 interface available, only
appropriate software is required to set
up a local network.
An example of a protocol that may

be taken as a basis is found in the
European standard for mains sig-
nalling. No message conveyed via the
network may take longer than 1 sec-
ond. After such a message, a pause
must be observed with a minimum
length of 125 ms. During the first

80 ms of this pause, no device is al-
lowed to take control of the bus. After
this part of the pause, i.e., between
85 ms and 115 ms, any transmitter
may attempt to take control of the bus.
To prevent bus conflicts, all stations
have slightly different delays, which
enables a certain priority system to be
set up. Transmitters wtth a high prior-
ity, for example, wait 85 ms, while
transmitters with a low priority wait
longer, say, 110 ms. No transmitter
has successfully taken control of the
bus until it is capable of reading back
a perfect copy its own transmitted
data. Next, the communication with
the desired receiver(s) may be initi-
ated. A receiver must be capable of de-
tecting whether or not data on the bus
must be accepted or ignored. Conse-
quently, the header must contain at
least one address for the relevant re-
ceiver to be selected.

Construction
The printed circuit board, Fig. 3, has
been destgned for compatibility with a
microcontroller system based on an
MCS51 device. An example of such a
system is the 80C32 microcontroller-
board described in Ref. 1.
Since an RS485 link consists of at

least one transmitter and one receiver,
the two functions are combined on one
printed circuit board which is supplied

through the Readers Services. The two
sub-boards are separated befare they
are populated. Position ICI receives an
IC socket with long pins, which are in-
serted into the controller socket on the
MCS51 computer board. A wire-wrap
socket may be used for this purpose,
but do make sure to stack an addi-
tional IC socket onto the one on the
MCS51 board, because the wire-wrap
pins are so thick that they can only be
inserted once into the spring-loaded
contacts of anormal IC socket.
Fit the wtre link to select the micro-

controller port line you wish to use to
enable the RS485 interface (connect M
to C, D, E or F). Remove the microcon-
troller from Its socket on he MCS51
board, and Insert a standard IC socket
instead. In this socket insert the pins
of the RS485 extension board. Then
insert the microcontroller into the
socket on the extension board.
Any existing hardware of the RS232

interface on the original MCS51 board
should be disabled or even removed. If
not, you will be faced with a bus con-
flict at the controller's RxD input.

Towards your own network
When wiring up the network, be sure
to connect all A's to A's, and B's to B's.
The terminating resistor must be used
at two points only, namely the start
and the end of the link. The jumper is
fitted only at these points - on all
other boards, it is omitted. The circuit
is then ready for use, and perhaps un-
wittingly you have made the first step
towards setting up a local network.

(940035)

Reference:
1. Radio data system decoder, Elektor
Electronics February 1991. Board
order code: 900060, see Product
Overview elsewhere in this issue.
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HEATSINKS: HOW AND WHEN TO USETHEM
A nyonewhohaseverdesigned
1""\..or built apower supply or
power amplifier has experienced
the problem ofheat dissipation.
The heat produced in such equip-
ment can be quite substantiaL
Heatsinks are normally used to
improve the thermal capacity of
power semiconductors and there-
fore to enable them to dissipate
the heat genera ted when they
are in operation. With some back-
ground information, it is not too
difficult to calculate the size of
heatsink required for a particu-
1ar application.

Thermal resistance
The therma! resistance, Rth(or ~),
of'a semiconductordevice can be
expressed by

Rth = tJT / tJP, lEq. 1]

whereRth 15expressed in ther-
mal ohms, TinkelvinandPin
watts. A kelvin (K) is equiva-
lent to a "C, so that formulas may
be encountered thatuse "Cinstead
ofkelvin. The idea ofthermal re-
sistance may become clearer with
reference to Fig. 1. This shows
a closed space, such as a room,
which is warmed by a heater to
a temperature Tl. Outside the
room, the temperatureis T2. Ifthe
thermal resistance of the walls
oftheroom is known, itcan be cal-

By our technical staff

culated how much heat is lost
from the room to the outside. A
well-insulating wall has a high
thermal resistance, so that rel-
atively little heatis lost tothe out-
side (tJP = tJT / Rth). From Eq, 1
it appears that there is no heat
loss when tJT = O.In Fig.1, this
means, of course, that the tem-
peraturein the room is the same
as that outside.
Most buildings nowadays have

cavity walls with the space be-
tween the two layers of bricks
often filled with insulating ma-
terial~see Fig. 2. The thermal
resistance of such a wall actu-
ally consists of several thermal
resistances in series-see Fig. 3.

Series resistances
Just as in the case of a cavity
wall, the thermal resistance of a
serniconductor mounted on a
heatsink consists ofa number of
thermal resistances in series. In
Fig. 4, a power transistor is
mounted on a heatsink with the
aid ofan isolatingwasher- note
that the distance between these
are shownexaggerated. The first
thermal resistance,Rthj-mb' is be-
tween the semiconductor junction
(j) and the mounting base (mb).
The second, Rth mb-his that be-

~
P

T2 TI T2

P

P

936017X·13

Fig.1

Rth brick R th Isolation Rth brick

"- /
V

D
Hm totat 936017X·15

936017X ·14

Fig.2 Fig.3

tween the mounting base (mb) and
the heatsink (h). The value ofthe
latter depends on the material of
theisolatingwasher and whether
there is heat conducting paste
present. Then there ia the ther-
mal resistance, Rth h-a-between

directly on the heatsink, the ther-
mal resistance between the two
is fairly low, but can be lowered
further by the use of heat con-
ducting paste between them.
When a semiconductor is

mounted on a heataink, electri-
cal isolation is often required and
this can be obtained by the use
ofisolatingwashers. Thesemay

heatsink (h)and the ambience (a).
A schematic representation of
the three resistances is given in
Fig. 5. This figure also shows a
sourceofheat, Tj-Ta. Theflowof
heat is indicated by P.

Some guidelines
Determining the parameters of
a heatsink is normally started
at the hottest point ofthe chain
of resistance: the semiconduc-
tor. Data in transistor databooks
normally include several ther-
mal resistances. Table 1gives the
thermal resistance of a number
of popular transistor cases. Rth
j-a is the thermal resistance be-
tween the semiconductor and the
ambience; this value applies on1y
ifno heatsinkis used. Ifa heatsink
is used, therma! resistanceRu,j-mb
applies.
Another important property

needed for the calculation is the
maximum semiconductor tem-
perature, Tj. 'I'his is normaJly
given in the relevant datahook and
is usually not higher than 200 "C.
Thermal resistance Rth mb-h

is determined by the isolating
material, ifany, between the semi-
conductor mounting base and
the heatsink. Table 2 shows a
number of different mounting
methods and the associated ther-
mal resistances. If,for instance,
the semiconductor is mounted

Fig.4.

be made from a variety ofmate-
rials: beryllia ja the most expensive,
but has the highest thermal con-
ductivity and dielectric strength,
followed by hardened anodised
aluminium washers which have
good thermal conductivity and di-
electric strength. Mica washers
used to be popular but they can
crack and peel with time. High-
temperature plastics, such as
Kapion and Mylar, have lower
dielectric strength than mica,
but they are cheaper.
The value ofthe third thermal

resistance,Rthh_a, is given in the
heatsink data. This resistance,
given in K W-l (occasionally in
"Cw-ii refers to a black-bodied
heatsink that is mounted verti-
cally (fins upwards). Table 3
shows whathappens to the ther-
mal resistanceof a heatsink in ad-
verse conditicns. Ifthe heatsink

p

Rthj-mb

Rth mb-h

936017X-17

Fig.5
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P=60W

• a

is not black, but natural alu-
minium, its thermal resistance
increases by 10-15%. If the
heatsink is mounted horizon-
tallyinstead ofvertically, its ther-
mal resistance increases by
15-20%.

Practical calculation
Thcalculateaheatsinkfor apower
transistor with a TO-3 case, as-
surne that the maximum volt-
age at the emitter-collector junc-
tion is 20 V and that the emitter
current at this voltage is 3 A. The
dissipation is thus 3x20 = 60 W.
This is the first data to be put
into the heat flow diagram in
Fig. 6a. The transistor databook
states that the maximum tem-
perature, Tj, ofthe semiconduc-
tormust notexceed 200 °C. This
is a worst-casefigure: ifthe tran-
sistor were really that hot in
practice, touching it would be
very serious indeed.

Case Rthj-a Rthj_mb

1'0-18 SOO 200
TO-92 250 150
1'0-39 200 12.5
TO-126 100 5
TO-220 70 2
TO-3 40 1.5

Table 1

P=60W

b

HEATSINKS, HOW AND WHEN TO USE THEM

P=60W

R th l-mb,,1 ,SOC/W

Rth mb-h

Rlh h-a

c

Fig.6

r-- 30.0 ----l

~T T

SK88

0.

~r-I~'===~_.too.o .1

Next, assume an ambienttem-
perature, Ta' of25 °C. The tem-
perature difference, TrTa, is then
175 "C.This value is also entered
into the heat flow diagram-
Fig.6b.
The total thermal resistance,

Rthtotal,is calculatedfromEq.1:

Rth total= sr I&'
= 175/60 = 2.92 KW-1

The surn of all thermal resis-
tances must, therefore, not be
higher than this value.
For a TO-3 case, Table 1 gives

a value for Rthj-mb ofl.5 K W-l,
and this value is entered into the
heat flow diagram in Fig. 6c.
The best isolation between

the transistor and the heatsink
is, according to Table 2, an alu-

Fig.7.

mini um oxide washer in con-
junction with heat conducting
paste. This gives a thermal re-
sistance, Rth mb-h. of 0.6 K W-l

P=60W

Rlh J-mb=1,S"CIW

R th mb-h=O,6'CIW

Rth h-e

d

K/W2,SI!;;;;;l~~~;!!;;;:;;!"!;;]
>0

Fig.8

:.o~~~~~~~~~~
0.75

0.5

936017X-22 125 mm

'.5

(worst case), which is also en-
tered into the heatflow diagram-
seeFig.6d.
From these data, the thermal

Ta

1,5GCfW O,6GCfW O,75"CfW

Tcase Lheat sink 936017X-23

lsolating material Rthmb-h
Toa T03P

~
None 0.05-D.2
Heat conducti ng paste 0.005-D.l

IAluminium oxide end pasre 0.2-D.6

" ~

Mica (0.05 mm) and paste 0.4-0.9
Silicon rubber, no peste 0.84-0.88

Table2

T06GP TQ126 T018
Natural aluminium R",b-.+ 10-15%
Horizontal fitring RLhh-a+ 15-20%

Table3 Fig.9
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COMPONENTS

resistance, Rth h-a- ofthe heatsink
is calculated:

Rth h-, ~ 2.92 - (1.5 + 0.6)
~ 0.82 KW-1

Figure 7 shows a suitable
heatsink with manufacturers'
specifications. The graph shows
that the heatsink, cut to a length
of 125 mm, has a thermal resis-
tanceofaboutO.75KW-l, which

+3OV +3CIV

--,,,
\
\
, .... lexl

l-
I
I'.

87716X-l

Fig.10

is slightly lower than the required
0.82 Kw-i This figure applies,
as stated before, to a black-bod-
ied heatsink mounted with its fins
upwards.

Safety and isolation
In the calculation, the maximum
junction temperature, Tj, was
taken as 200 "C. In practice, it is
advisable to build in a safety mar-

gin and takea value forTj of
100-150°C.

+

From the data established in
the calculation, the temperature
ofthecaseand the heatsinkat fulJ
load can be calculated with ref-
erenee to the redrawn heat flow
diagram in Fig. 8. The temper-
ature ofthe case, Tml»18equal to
thejunction temperature, 1j,less
the temperature difference be-
tween junction and case, Tj_mb'
The temperature developedacross
Rthj-mh is the value ofthe resis-
tance times the heat flow:

TJ-mb ~ Rthj-mb ':' P
~1.5x60~90°C.

Thus, the temperature of the
case, Tmb- is:

T mb ~ Tj- Tj_mb
~ 200-90~ 110°C.

This shows at onee thatitis dan-
gerous to touch the transistor
case, so that during construc-
tion great eare must be taken to
ensure that this componentcan

Fig.11

11
Fig.12

1'.

---_ ..,.-.,
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not be touched accidentally.
The temperature, Tmb-h- de-

velopedacross the isolatingwasher
and heat conducting paste 15:

Tmb-h =Rth mb-h x P
= 0.6 x 60 = 36 'Co

Thus, the temperature of the
heatsink Is:

Th = Tmb- Tmb-h
= 110 - 36 = 74 'Co

The temperature, Th_a. devel-
oped between the heat sink and
the ambience is:

Th-a =Rth h-a x 60
= 0.75 x 60 = 45 'Co

Thus, the ambient ternperature,
T 3' may rise to

When it rises above this value,
the earlier calculated values must
be reappraised. Even in tem-
perature clirnates, the ambient
temperature duringthe summer
months may rise to 35 "C.
In practice, and for safety's

sake, the semiconductor tem-
perature, Tj• should be taken
between 100 -c and 150 'Co The
temperature, Th.ofthe heatsink
should be not h.igher than the

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS JUNE 1994

Fig.13

maximum ambient temperature
plus 25 "C, thatis, in temperate
c1imates, not higher than 60 "C.

Practicalities
Figure 14 shows the most fre-
quently encountered semicon-
ductor cases with their coding.
The thermal resistance of'most
ofthese cases is given in Table 1.
To see why it 1Sessential in

many cases to isolate the semi-
conductor from the heatsink,
consider Fig. 10. Output tran-
sietors TSand T7 are housed in
a TO-3 case, which needs to be
mounted on a heatsink. The col-
lectors ofthe transistors are con-
nected to the (metal) case, as is
also often the case with voltage
regulators. If the transistors
were mounted on the heatsink
without isolating washers, they
would be interlinked so that the
positive supply line would be
short-circuited. However, even
when there is only one semi-
conductor on a heatsink, it is
advisable to isolate the two. This
may be importantif, forinstance,
the fixing terminal carries a volt-
age of>42 V,which can be lethaI
for human beings.
Figure 11 shows a number

of isolating parts; the tube at
the left is heat conductingpaste
which appreciably improves the

HEATSINKS, UOW AND WHEN TO USE THEM."3-
~

~"~"""'"''''

~"""'
~ Isolatlngbush

~ ...... r

~k>ek w.sher

I
®--M3n.rt

~O:'I'

Fig.14

heat transfer between serni-
conductor case, isolating washer
and heat-sink.
The light-coleuredwashers are

madeofceramicaluminiumoxide,
which has a low thermal resis-
tance; only beryllia (beryllium
oxide) is better, but much more
expensive.
The transparent ones are of

mica, which has a fairly good
thermal conductivity, but whose
mechanical properties are not so
good, as stated earfier.
The grey washers are of sil-

icon rubber. This material does
not have such a good thermal
resistance, but it offers several
advantages. First, the washers
donot need heatconducting paste,
since this makes very little, ifany,
difference. Second, the elastic-
ity of the rubber ensures good
thermal contacteven ifthe sur-
face of the heatsink IS rough.
Mechanically, these washers are
very durable.
The isolating bushes at the bot-

tom righthand side are for use
around the screwswith which the

semiconductors are fixed into
pIace.
Figure 12 shows a number

of heat-sinks. The thermal re-
sistance ofsome ofthem (SK71,
SK64, SK01, SK59) depends on
their length (they can be cut to
the required size). The others
can not be altered, so their ther-
mal resistance is fixed. Note the
difference in thermal resistance
between the black-bodied Type
SK71JSK75 and the same size
aluminium SKOI/AL75 beside
it.

Fixing heatsinks
The fixing of a heatsink often
starts with drilhngtherequired
fixing holes. This does not apply,
of course, to predrilled types. If
dril1ing is required, it is best to
use theisolatingwasher as tem-
plate. In tbe larger heatsinks,
the holes for the fixing screws
may be tapped to avoid (pro-
truding) nuts and washers at the
back ofthe beatsink.
Ftgures 13 and 14 show fix-

ing details oftwo ofthe most com-
monly encountered sernicon-
ductors.
TO-3-cased transistors are

norrnally fixed between the fins
ofthe beatsink. Since the metal
case of these devices forms the
third terminal, a solder tag must
be litted under one ofthe fixing
screws for connection to the re-
mainder ofthe circuit. Safety is
increased, and the risk of short-
circuits reduced, by fitting a smail
sheetof aluminium orperspex into
the slots provided-see Fig. 15.
There are alsospecialcoversavail-
able for TO-3 cases.

Finally
Once farrriliat-ity with the fore-
going has been gained, calcu-
lating the parameters ofheatsinks
willhave becomeas easy as work-
ing with Ohrn's law.

[936017]

Fig.15
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80C535 ASSEMBLER/HARDWARE

COURSE
PART4 (FINAL): TIMER-2 PROGRAMMING AND

COMPARE/CAPTURE UNIT (CCU)

Timer-2 interrupts
Timer-2 can also generate interrupts.
An interrupt is generated If tt has been
enabled (bit 5 in regtster IENO, see
Fig. 7), and if subsequently the TF2 or
EXF2 btt has been set (compare
Fig. 9). It ts, therefore. possible to have
an interrupt generated on an overtlow.
or a ttmcr reload caused by an extemal
event. How thts can be achieved is
demonstrated by the example below.
Let us assurne timer-2 is to generate

an interrupt every 500 115. The inter-
rupt routine should toggle port line
Pl.6 on each interrupt. Consequently,
the main program must initialize
timer-2 accordingly, and may then
enter into an endless Ioop. The inter-
rupt routine. triggered by timer-2,
then does the actual work.
The assembler code program wrtt-

ten for the above function is shown in
Fig. 12. Lines 18 through 21 er the
prograrn ensure that intenupt routinc
INTI2 is executed when a timer-z in-
terrupt occurs (compare the
EMON51/52 documentation). Lines
23, 24 and 25 cause the reload regtster
to be loaded with a value of 500. Next,
line 27 puts timer-2 into the rtght
mode: use the I-MHz internal clock,
and automatte reloading. Nexr. the
timer is actually started.
By setting the corresponding bits in

interrupt enable register IEND
(line 28), interrupts generated by
timer-z are allowed. The endless loop
is entered in Une 29.
The interrupt routine is short - a

typical three-liner. Line 32 toggles port
line PI.5. Line 33 resets the timer-2
overflow Ilag, while the RETI instruc-
tion in line 34 ends the interrupt pro-
cessing.
The program. which may be Iound

on your course disk as file
535XMP05.A51, is sent to the 80C535
SBC using the V24 uttlrty. and then
started as usual. If you wish to con-
vince yourself of the operation, hook
up the little ctrcutt shown in Fig. 13,
which will make the l-kHz tone audt-
ble.
Next, a couple of questions, to spur

Software by Dr. M. Ohsmann
•

.. .... EASM52 ASSEMBLERLISTING (535XMP05)
LINE LOC OBJ T SOURCE
1 0000 : 535XKP05.A51
2 0000 ;
3 0000 DPL EQU 082H
4 0000 OPH EQU 08JH
5 0000 CRCL EQU OCAH
6 0000 CRCH EQU OCSH
7 0000 T2CON EQU OC8H
8 0000 IENO EQU OA8H
9 0000 IRCON EQU OCOH
10 0000 PI EQU 090H
11 0000
12 0000
13 0000
14 0000
15 0000
16 0000
17 4100 KAIN
18 4100 74 06 [1]
19 4102 90 41 lC [2]
20 4105 75 30 40 [2]
21 4108 12 02 00 [2]
22 HOB
23 HOB 90 FE OC [2]
24 410E 85 82 CA [2]
25 4111 85 83 ca [2]
26 4114
27 4114 75 C8 11 {2]
28 4117 75 A8 M {2]
29 411A 80 FE [2] NOPE
30 411C
31 411C
32 411C 52 96
33 411E C2 C6
J4 4120 32
35 4121
36 4121 END

********* SYMBOLTABLE (14 symbols) **********
DPL '0082 DPH ,0083 CRCL ,OOCA

T2CON ,OOC8 JENO : 00118 IRCON :OOCO
COMKAND:0030 MON :0200 ccLJNK :0040

NOPE :411A INTT2 :411C

COMMANDEQU
MON EQU
ccLINR EQU

030H
0200H
040H

ORG 4100H
EQU s
MOV A,I6
MOV DPTR,IINTT2
MOV COMKAND,'CCLINK
LCALL MON

MOVDP'l'R,/-500
MOV CRCL,DPL
MOV CRCH.DPH

MOV T2CON,I000I000IB
MOV IENO. '101000008
S.JMP t'lOPE

[IJ INTT2p,
'"

CPL P1.6
CLR IRCON.6
RETI

; Special Function Registers:

MONITORINTERFACE
MONITOR: com!lland location
MONITOR: jump II.ddress
Interrupt chll.ining routine

Proqram stll.rts at 4100H

Index tor TF2 interrupt

Chain INT TF2

500 microseconds (16 bit value)
Set re icee value

T2 mode, reload at 1 MHz clock
Enable T2 interrupt
Main program does nothing else

TIMER 2 interrupt routine
: Generate output signal
Reset T2 interrupt flag

; Done

CRCH : ooca
PI ;0090

MAIN :4100

920152-11

Fig.12. Timer 2 as a 16-bit reload tim er. Example 535XMP05.A51 on your course dlsk.

you into modtfytng the program , and
so deepen your prograrnming skills.
What is the simplest way to change the
program so that it generates a SDD-Hz
tone? What are the lowest and highest
frequencies that can be genera ted? A
further interesting point: is the
mark/space ratio of the stgnal at P1.6
exactly 1:1, and is this independent of
the reload value and t.he main pro-
gram?
The above questionsjassignrnents

already htnt at other, often more corn-
plex. aspects of timer programming. In
the followtng example, timer-2 is used
in conjunction with the cornpare-cap-
ture unit, CCU, to have the 80C535
perform an accurate time measure-
ment.

P1,6 (K8 pin 9)

1/6 74LS14

Receiving time marks Fig. 13. External circuit to make the tone
generated by the program listed in Fig.12 au-
dible.The schematic structure of the CCU ts

BOO'F

sn

920152 -20
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80C535 ASSEMBLERIHARDWARE COURSE - 4

Block Diagram of Timer/Counter 2

Pt~ITUX -j

Plill1

fOS(I12

Pl01i'Nl1i((O

PllIINT~I(n

PllIINI6I(O

(ap'ur.

920152 - 21

Fig. 14. Overview of CCUstructure.

Capture with Registers CCt to CC3

Input Timer 2- Tl2 TH2Ctock Interrupt
Requesl

"wnte 10
CGLt" !MOde,

Mode 0

Gell cc--
Pl.lIINT4/ cc-

~ Externat
IEX4 Interrupt 4

Request

Fig. 15. Capture operation using register CC1 (or CC2, Ce3).

shown in Fig. 14. Timer-Z ts comple-
mented by three auxthary 16-bit regts-
ters: CCLljCCHl, CCL2jCCH2 and
CCL3jCCH3. In 'capturc' mode, these
registers serve to latch the state of
timer-2 on the occurrence of a signal.
Timer-2 however is not stopped. This
allows the instant the latching signal
occurs to be timed with some prect-
sion. If you do not use the reload op-
tion of timer-2, the 16-bit register

CRCLjCRCH may be used as a fourth
capture register. If you wish to use
capture register CCl, the signal path
shown in Fig, 15 should be observed.
Two capture modes are available. In
mode 0, a rtsing (positive) edge at PI. I
(INT4; CCl) is used as the capture
event. When a posittve-gotng stgnal
edge 1S detected. the current state
('count') of timer-2 is copied into the
capture register. At the same time. flag

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS JUNE 1994

80C535 PROGRAMMING

You need the following to be able to
follow the 80C535
hardware/assembler course:

Hardware:
- An 80C535 single-board computer as
described in Elektor Electronics
February 1994.
- An IBMPC or compatible with a
serial port on COM1: or COM2:.

Software:
- Courseware disk (5.25 inch, 360K
MSDOS format).
- EMON52system EPROM,fitted on
80C535 SBC.

The courseware disk and EPROM are
available as a set under order code 6221.
The disk is also available separately under
order code 1811. For prices and ordering
information, see page 70.

JOIN THE COURSE!

IEX4 (bit 3 in the IRCON register) is
set. Provided interrupt 4 has been en-
abled, an interrupt 15 actually gener-
ated. In mode 1. the capture event is
controlled by a write action into regts-
ter CCLI. This enables the current
state of timer-2 to be 'captured' with-
out having to stop the timer. Similar
stgnal path options apply lo capture
rcgtsters CC2 and CC3; only other bits
on port PI and other interrupts are
used (compare Fig_ 14). [f you wish to
use the CRC regtster as a capture reg-
tster, Fig. 15 should be exchanged
with Fig_ 16. This grves you the addi-
tional option of using the positive or
the negative Signal edge at port Pl.l as
the capture event. This selection 1S
made via bit 6 in the T2CON register.
Since the same registers are used for
the 'cornpare' mode of the CCU (de-
scIibed further on), the register func-
tions and modes must be laid down
beforehand. This 1S achieved by pro-
gramming the CCEN regtster at ad-
dress oe IH, whose bit functions are
shown in Table 4.

Capture in practice
As an example. Fig. 17 shows a ctrcutt
which is used to delay a ITL srgnal.
Your asslgnment is to wrtte a program
to determine the delay of the positive
stgnal edge. To begtn with, a lang last-
ing low level ts programmed on port
line Pl.7. This stgnal should last until
Cl is fully charged. Next, a positive
edge is generated at Pl. 7, and timer-2
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Capture with Registers CRC, CC4

I r8Time'2
lnout _ TL2 TH2 TF2 Interrupt
Olock ~ ~~ __ ' Request

"wrtte 10
CRCL"

Ca lure

ModeO~_1-1- __-r L-L---,

CRCL CRCH

External
Interrupt 3
Request

Fig.16. Capture using re load register eRC.

P1,7 (K8 pin 10)

Fig. 17. This circuit delays the Pl.7 signal. The delay is measured by the microcontroller.

BITS
76543210

CRC register
o 0 Compare/capture disabled
o 1 Capture on signal edge (selectable pos. or neg.1 at P1.0
1 0 Compare enabled
1 1 Capture on CRCl Write

CCl register
Compare/capture disabled
Capture on rising edge at P1,1
Compare enabled
Capture on CCl1 Write

0 0
0 1
1 0
1 1

0 0
0 1
1 0
1 1

0 0
0 1
1 0
1 1

CC2 register
Compare/capture disabled
Capture on rising edge at P1.2
Compare enabled
Capture on CCl2 Write

CC3 register
Compare/capture disabled
Capture on rising edge at P1.3
Compare enabled
Capture on CCl3 Write

Table 4. Bits in the compare-capture-enable register, CCEN at address OC1H.

ts started at a clock of 1 MHz (without
areload value). The counter state is
captured by the delayed edge at port
line PLI. The occurrence of the cap-
ture event is flagged by the set lEX4-
bit. Next. the value contained in
capture regtster ce 1 must be output
in decimal notation. The value equals
the signal delay in microseconds. wtth
a neghgible error.
Figure 19 lists the program WIitten

to perforrn the complex function sum-
marized above. To begtri wtth. the
Inpu t signal to the ctrcutt in Fig. 17 ts
rnade Iow. In line 18, timer-2 is
stopped. and a delay of about 30 rns is
inserted. Next, timer-2 Is reset to 0 in
lines 22 and 23. Line 24 causes regis-
ter ce 1 to function as a capture regis-
ter, whereupon flag IEX4 (the capture
flag of CC 1) is reset. Also. the tirner-2
overflow !lag, TF2, is cleared (line 26).
The measurement proper starts in
line 27 by starting timer-2 (how is it
prograrnmed at that time?), and by
having PI. 7 generate a rising edge at
the input of the cireuit in Ftg. 17. In
lines 29 and 30. the proeessor watts
for the eapture event to oeeur
(IRCON.3 becornes 1), or a timer-2
overflow (lRCON.6 becomes 1). When
timer-2 produees an overflow before
the capture event oecurs. the overflow
flag is reset, and a new measurement
is attempted. This happens when, for
instance, the test eircuit (Fig, 17) is
not yet connected to the 80C535 com-
puter. or tf Cl ts so large that the delay
of the srgnal edge lasts langer than
.65.535 ps.
Normally. however, the capture

event will happen first. whereupon the
processor will start to exeeute the in-
structions after the label 'capture'.
First, the lEX4 (IRCON.3) flag is re set.
and the eapture value is stored into in-
ternal RAM, CCLl/CCHI, as a l6-bit
value. Next, the value is sent to the
hex-to-decimal eonversion routine in
EMON51/52 [lines 37, 38 and 39),
from where it is sent to the terminal
via V24. As a gutde, the tcat ctrcutt
produced a value of 14,000 ps in sev-
eral experiments carried out by the au-
thor. Next, a new measurement is
started. Note that the input stgnal had
already been reset to low in line 36.
Questions and asstgnments: how

can the program of Fig. 19 be modtfted
to measure the delay of a negative sig-
nal edge? Why would you want to use
the CRCL/CRCH pair as a capture reg-
ister? Ir you are capable of mastering
this asstgnment (the result of which
should be verified using an osctllo-
scope), it is likely that you have under-
stood the basic functions and
programmmg of the CCU in 'capture'
mode.
One more assignment: how do you

go about measuring times in excess of

j
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Fig. 18. Signal timing tor the delay measure-
ment performed by the program in Fig. 19.

65,535 us? Tip: set up a software
counter which is increased by one
every time a timer-z overflow occurs.
This counter is stopped when the cap-
ture event occurs.

CCU in 'compare' mode
The CCU may be used in 'comparc
mode to generate pulsewtdth-modu-
lated signals. Via the CCEN regtster.
each of the register units CCI, CC2,
Ce3 and. in some cases, CRC also.
may be individually switched to 'com-
pare' mode. In compare mode, the con-
tents of the relevant compareycapture
register (for instance, ce 1) is com-
pared to the contents (state) of timer-2.
A compare signal is generated if the
two 16-bit values are equal. Depending
on the mode selection, this signal can
cause two different processes:

Mode 0
In mode 0, the compare signal is used
to toggle one of the output bits. This
may be used, for instance, to generate
a pulsewidth-modulated signal. For
this mode of the CCU to be selected,
bit 2 (T2CM) in the T2CON regtster
must be set to O.
In the followtng discussion, it ts as-

sumed that CCl is used. Consc-
quently, the signal generated in
compare mode appears at port line
Pl.1. The structure of the output dri-
ver is then as shown in Fig. 20. The
compare stgnal sets the output
bistable, which is reset when timer-2
produces an overflow.
Now, let us tackle pulsewtdth mod-

ulation in practice. To begtri with,
timer 2 is programmed to operate in
reload mode. The re load value (con-
tained in the 16-bit CRC regtsterl then

****** EASM52 ASSEMBLERLISTING (535XMP06j u**u
LINE LOC OB.] T SOURCE

1 0000
2 0000
3 0000
4 0000
5 0000
6 0000
7 0000
8 0000
9 0000
10 0000
11 0000
12 0050
13 0052
14 0052
15 4100
16 4100 02 91 [1]
17 4102 C2 97 [1] LOOP
18 4104 75 C8 00 [2]
19 4107 90 00 1E [2]
20 410A 75 30 21 [2]
21 HOC 12 02 00 [2]
22 4110 75 CC 00 [2]
23 4113 75 CO 00 [2]
24 4116 75 Cl 04 [2]
25 4119 C2 C3 [1]
26 411B C2 C6 [1]
27 4110 75 C8 01 [2]
28 4120 02 97 [1]
29 4122 20 C3 08 [2] WArT
30 4125 30 C6 FA [2]
31 4128 C2 C6 [1]
32 412A 02 41 02 [2]
33 412D C2 C3 [1]
34 412F 85 C2 50 [2]
35 4132 85 C3 51 [2]
36 4135 C2 97 [1]
37 4lJ7 78 50 [1]
38 4139 75 30 05 [2J
39 413C 12 02 00 [2]
40 413F 90 41 4B [2]
41 4142 75 30 02 [2)
42 4145 12 02 00 [2)
43 4148 02 41 02 [2]
44 414B OD OA 00 TXT2
45 4HE :
46 414E ccSTXT EQU 002H
47 4l4E ccdR016 EQU OOSH
48 414E ccLTlKE EQU 021B
49 4HE COMMANOEQU 030H
50 414E MON EQU 0200H
51 4l4E END

********* SYMBOLTABLE (19 symbols) ****** •• **
T2CON :00C8 TL2 :OOCC
CCLI :00C2 CCHl :00C3
nLOW :0050 MAIN :4100

CAPTURE :4120 TXT2 :414B
ccLTIME :0021 COMMl\NO:00]0

T2CON
TU
Te,
CCEN
CCL1
CCHt
IRCON

"

ocan
OCCH
OCOH
OCIH
OC2H
OC3H
OCOH
090H

5] 5XMP06.A51
Special Function Registers

nLOW
ORGOSOH
os a

Start eeereee in internal RAM abcve EMON51
16 bit variable

Program starts at 4100H

To make sure, enable for use as
Signal ~ t.ev
Stop TlMERjCOUNTER2
wait a while (]O ms)

input

ORG 4100H
EQU $
SETB Pl.1
CLR PI. 7
MOV T2CON,10
MOV DPTR,#30
MOV COMMl\NO,ICCLTrME
LCALLMON
MOV TL2,IO
MOV TH2,IO
MOV CCEN,#00000I00B
CLR IRCON.3
CLR IRCON.6
MOV T2CON,lOOOOOOOlB
SETB PI. 7
JB IRCON.3, CAPTURE
JNB IRCON.6, WAIT
CLR IRCON.6
LJMP LOOP

CAP'l"URECLR IRCON.3
MOV nLOW,CCLl
MOV nLOW+l,CCHl
CLR Pl.1
MOV RO, #nLOW
MOV COMMAND,'ccdR016
LCALL MON
MOV DPTR, #TXT2
MOV COMMl\NO,IccSTXT
LCALL MON
LJMP LOOP
OB 13,10,0

TH'
IRCON
LOO'

ccSTXT

""

:OOCO
:OOCO
: 4102
'0002
:0200

Reset TlMERjCOUNTERto 0

Capture mode for CCI
Clear capture flag IEX4
Clear T2 eveeerev flag
Start TlMER/COUNTER2 (no Relaoc\)
Signal - High
Wait for capture-flag
If neccessary wait for T2 overflow
Clear cvere i cv flag
No capture within 65536 microsec
Reset capture flag
Capture register CC1 as 16 bit value
store in internal RA!'!
Signal ~ LOW
output capture value deeimally via V24

Send text

lind do again

MONITORcalls etc.
Send text
Send 16 bit value @ROdecimal

MONITOR: command Ioeation
MONITOR: jump address

CCEN

"WArT
ccdR016

:00C1
:0090
:4122
:0005

920152- 12

Fig.19. Usting of the propagation delay meter, a practical example of how the CCU's capture
mode is used. This is example program 535XMP06.A51 on your course dlsk.

determines the period of the stgnal. lf
the reload value is, for instance,
OFFOOH, thc period has a length of
256 us if the internal I-MHz clock is
used. Assuming that the CCl regtster

contains the value OFF01H, the output
bistable is set tmmedtately after the re-
load, and is not reset until the next re-
load operaüon. In this way, a stgnal is
produced which ts at logic I for 255 of

Port latch in Compare Mode 0

Compare ...JL...

Read Laich
vcc

lnteroal S Q

Bus D
Bus Access Disabled

Write 10 > QLaich

R

Read Pin
Firner 2 Overflow

Fig.20. Output port bit circuitry in CCU compare mode 0 (PWM mode).
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+sv

BC547

920152·26

Fig. 21. This circuit and the listing in Fig. 22 implements a lamp brightness control using
pulsewidth modulation.

256 ps. If the CC1 rcgrstcr contains.
for instance, the value OFFBOH, the re-
sulttng stgnal has a mark /space ratio
of 1:1. i.e .. 128:128 us. Thus. the
pulsewidth is a function of the value

wntten into the ce 1 register.
Moving to more practical aspects of

our example, two potentiometers. Pj
and P2, are to be used to control the
intensity of two lamps. As shown in

.****" EASMS2 ASSEMBLER LISTING (S15XMP07)
LINE LOC 083 T SOURCE

1 0000 : 535XMP07
2 0000 :
J 0000 Ace EQll OEOR
4 0000 DPL EQD 082H
5 0000 DPH EQU DUR
6 0000 AOCON EQU ODSH
7 0000 ADDAT EQll OD9H
8 0000 DAPR EQU aDAH
9 0000 :
10 0000 CCEN
11 0000 CCL2
12 0000 CCH2
13 0000 CCL3
14 0000 ccm
15 0000 CRCL
16 0000 CRCR
17 0000 ;
18 0000 T2CON EQU OC8R
19 0000 TL2 EQU occa
20 0000 TH2 EQU ocea
21 0000
22 0000
23 4100 75 CA 00 [2J MAIN
24 4103 75 cn FF [2]
25 4106 75 C4 00 [2]
26 4109 75 C5 FF [2]
27 UOC 75 C6 00 [2]
28 UOF 75 C7 FF [2]
29 4112
.30 4112 75 Cl .0.0 [2]
.n 4115 75 C8 11 [2]
aa U18 74 00 [1] LOP
J3 411.0. 12 41 28 [2]
34 4110 P5 C4 [1]
35 411F 74 01 [1]
36 4121 12 41 28 [2]
37 4124 F5 C6 [1]
JB 4126 80 FO [2]
39 4128
40 4128 44 10 [1] ADel ORL
41 412A F5 08 [1] MOV
42 412C 75 DA 00 [2] MOV
43 412F 20 oc FO [2] SS,>, JS
44 4132 ES 09 [1] MOV
45 4134 22 (2) RET
46 4135 END
.~"''''.**•• SYMBOL TASLE (20 s}'Wols) "' •••• "'•• " ...

ACC :OOEO OPL ,o082 OPH :0083
AOOA.T :0009 OAPR '000.0. CCEN ,00Cl
CCR2 :00C5 CCLl ,OOC6 CCHl ,00C7
CRCR .coca T2CON ,00C8 TL2 ,OOCC
MAlN ,4100 LOP ,4118 AOCl ,4128

: Special Function Registers

EQU OC1H
EQU OC4H
EQU OC5H
EQU OC6H
EQU OC7H
EQU OCAH
ecu ocaa

proqram starts a t. 4100H
Reload -value is OFFOOK

0.0
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV

4100H
CRCL,IO
CRCH,~255
CCL2. #0
CCH2,1255
CCLJ, #0
CCHJ. #255

compare v",luemQFFOOH on CC2 ",nd CC.)

MOV CCEN, #101000008
MOV T2CON, 1000100018
MOV ,1., #0
LCALL ADel
MOV CCL2.A
MOV A.#l
LCALL ADel
MOV CCLl,A
SJMP LOP

; CC2 and CC3 to COMPARE
; Reload at 1 MIlZ clock
: Channel 0
; convert x-ee-o
; and use as LSB of COMPARE value
Ch",nnel 1

provides LSB of CC.)

,1., #000100008
ADeON,A
OAPR, '0
AQCON. 4, asv
A,AOOAT

Set start AOC bit
. Set .0.-0 control
; Start A-O con-version 0-5 Volt
; wait until ready
; I'etch result

AOCON ,0008
CCL2 ,00C4
CRCL ,OOCA
TH2 ,OOCO
esv ,412F

920152 - 13

Fig. 22. Two-channel pulsewidth modulation is demonstrated by this example program,
535XMP07.A51, on your course dlsk.
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Fig. 21. the wiper vorrage of the pots
has a range of 0 to 5 V. These voltages
are drgttrzed wtth the aid of the ADC
contained in the 80C535 microcon-
troller (channels 0 and 1). The con-
verted va1ues (between 0 and 255) are
to be used to generate two PWM stg-
nals at pins Pl.2 and Pl.3. For- thts
purpose the CC2 and CC3 compare
regtstets are used, wtth the respective
PWMoutputs on pins Pl.2 and Pl.3.
The complete program is listed in
Fig.22.
The pertod of the PWM stgnals is

ftxed at 256 ps in lines 23 and 24. The
high-erder bytes of the CC2 and CC3
compare reglsters are set to OFFH(255
decimal). The low-order byte is re-
served for the result of the Acto-D con-
version. In line 30, CC2 and CC3 are
programmed to operate in compare
mode. Next, ttmcr-z is programmed in
line 31. At the same time, the entire
CCU Is swttched to comparc mode O.
From then on, PWMstgnals are auto-
matically generated.
The loop starting at label LOP only

serves to make sure that the compare
registers are always loaded with the
values after the Avto-D conversion.
First, the voltage at channel 0 is con-
verted (lmes 32 and 33. and subrou-
tine ADCl). The result ts written into
the CCL2 regtster. Next are ADCchan-
nel 1 and CCL3. and then the program
starts agatri by looping back to LOP.
As a suggestion for an asstgnment,

try your hand at something really com-
plex: program a mains-synchroruzed
three-phase control dimmer for 12-V
halogen lamps using CCl, CC2 and
CC3.

Mode 1: generating exact signals
So far we have restricted ourselves to a
discussion of the CCU's compare
mode O.The other mcde. mode I, is se-
lected by sctttng btt 2 (T2CM) in the
T2CON regtster. This selects the out-
put port configuration shown in
Fig. 23. It ts assumed that' CC1 ts to
be used. In this mode, writing to port
line PI.I does not copy the bit value
dtrectly to the output latch, but into a
shadow register, where it is latched.
The bit ts not copied to the output reg-
ister until the next compare signal is
supplied by CCl. This mode serves to
enable jitter-free signals to be gener-
ated under software contro!. The soft-
ware must always write the new bit
value into the shadow register in time,
that ts, before the next compare signal
appears.
Since there is only one bit. T2CM. to

make the selection between compare
mode 0 and mode 1, all compare regts-
ters have to be used in the same mode.
Individual ce registers may. however,
be used in capture mode, irrespective
of the compare mode selected. This Is
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achieved by setttng the relevant bits in
the CCEN regtster.
The description of the CCU in the

80C535 datasheets covers quite a few
pages. Only the most elernentary as-

pects are covered in thts last instal-
ment of the course. The exact timing of
the individual steps, for instance, ts
not covered here since it is a too exten-
sive subject.

Compare Function of Compare Mode 1

Cornoare Register Circuit

Cornoare Latch

Timer Register

Timer Circuit

Output Latch

Shadow Laich

.s-L Compare S'gnal Co

Port Circuit

Pm

Fig.23. Output port blt circuitry in CCU compare mode 1.

Outlook

The discussion of the main functions
and programming options of the CCU
brtngs us to the end of the present
short course. The questions, sugges-
tions and asstgnments may be used as
exercises in practical programming of
the 80C535. In all cases. the programs
found on your course disk may be
used as a starting point for your own
experiments. (920152-4)

For further reading:
Siemens, SAB80C517/80C537 Single-
Chip Microcontroller Data Book.
Siemens, 80C515/80C535 datasheets,
in Microcomputer Components,
Microcontrollers, Data Catalog 1990.

Note:
in response to readers' enqumes we
would suggest the following suppliers
of the SAB80C535 microcontroller:
» Electrovalue, Unit 3, Central Trading
Estate. Staines TW18 4UX, England.
Tel. (0784) 442253, fax (0784) 460320.
, C-I Electronics, P.O. Box 22089,
6360-AB Nuth, Holland. Fax: (+31) 45
241877 (IC supplied incl. of free
datasheet).
C-I Electronics also supply kits of the
80C535 computer. tecn. ed.
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INTELLIGENT EPROM ERASER
Time is money, and the shorter one has to wait tor an EPROM to be erased, the better.
The circuit described here will save you time because it keeps a constant eye on the
contents of the EPROM, leaving the UV lamp on no longer than necessary tor the

device to be completely erased.

EPROMS are ideal devices for soft-
ware developers because they can

be programmed fairly qutckly. and re-
tain their contents for ten years or
langer. On the down side. erasing an
EPROM, because it contains an error
made during the software development
phase, can be time consuming. On av-
erage. an EPROM will have to be ex-
posed to ultra-violet light for aperiod
of between five and fifteen minutes be-
fore you can be sure that tt is blank
again. In practice, this time has to be
established by trial and errot-, and
1arge differences may exist between do-
vices. In most cases, the actual time
required to erase the EPROM is never
known. In ather words, the UV expo-
sure pertod is always too lang. and
precious time ts wasted.
The present ctrcutt taekles EPROM

erasing in a novel way. The EPROM to
be erased is inserted into the socket of
the eraser. Next, the erasure proeess is
started by the ctrcutt lighting an UV
lamp or small tube. The contents of
the EPROM are continuously read,

Design by A. Riet jens

until all cells read F'FH. Just to make
sure you und erstand the pnnclple: an
EPROM is fully erased when an its
memory cells (which are basically
bistables) are at logic T. All rncmory
locations then read back 'FFH'. A cell ts
programmed by maktng tt logic '0·.
Once all cells read ·FFH', the lamp is

left on for about one minute. This ts
done to make sure that a11cells are
properly cleared, including those who
are at an undefined state between
erased and still programmed. In this
state. a cell can 'relapse' into the pro-
grammed state shortly after the lamp
has been switched off. The extra era-
sure time guarantees that can not
happen.

The circuit
The circuit shown in Fig. 1 ts reason-
ably simple. The central part is formed
by position IC5, the EPROM to be
erased. The EPROM is powered, and
its es and OE tnpu ts are permanently
actuated. This causes the EPROM out-

puts to be enabled during the entire
erasure period. For a complete check
to be made on the EPROM contents,
the entire address range has to be
scanned. This is done with the aid of a
16-bit address counter, IC1-IC2. The
first, ICI, is a combined counter yosctl.
Iator. Because the counter's output
range is not continuous (spanning Q3
through Q13, but wtthOf.O rmssing), a
second counter ts cascaded. Outputs
Q3-Q9 of IC, drive address ltnes AO-
A6. Output Q9 is also used to clock the
second counter, IC2, which drives the
remaining address lines, A7-A15, as
weil as the lamp interface, via output
Qll.
The circuit diagram c1early indi-

cates that there is no direct connection
between address lines A14-A15 and
the EPROM to be erased. This enables
EPROMs wtth different memory capac-
ities to be erased. The entire 16-bit ad-
dress range is used by the 27x512
only. Dependmg on the selection made
with switch S" 27x256 and 27x128
devtces may be handled also.
Circuit IC3 checks the contents of

the memory Iocation selected by the
address counter. lts P=Q" output.
pin J9, goes low only if the memory 10-
eation reads back 'FFJ-I', whereupon
the l6-bit counter is allowed to start.
A further safety measure involves

the use of a HCMOS type for JC3. This
flxes the legte levels at around half the
supply voltage (in this case, 2.5 V).
Stncc EPROMs are traditionally used
in a standard TIL legte environment,
where '0'<0.7 V, and '1'>2 V, an extra
voltage margtn is obtained for the level
comparison.
The circuit is powered by a conven-

tional supply. The transformer sec-
ondary voltage is first rectified by
diodes 01-04, then smoothed by reser-
voir capacitor C4. Next, the famtltar
7805 is used to step the unregulated
voltage down to a reguJated +5-V rail,

Circuit operation
As soon as the supply is switched on,
pin 19 of IC3 will supply a logtc high
level - but only tf an EPROM ts in-
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the intelligent EPROM eraser. Build it, and keep EPROM erasing time to an absolute minimum.

serted wh ich is not blank. As a result.
Je] and IC2 are reset, and thetr out-
puts go low. This causes transistors
T,. T, and T3 to be swttched off, so that
LED D7 lights, and the relay is ener-
gtzed via T,. The UV lamp ts switched
on, and the erasure process is started .

Onee the Irrst memory location has
been cleared. the address counter ts
enabled by IC3, and counting (t.e.. ad-
dress scanningl may commence. If an
address ts found which reads a value
other than ;FFJ-I',the counter is reset,
and the counting operation starts

940058 -12

Fig. 2. Pinouts of the EPROMs that can be erased with the circuit.
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again. When a11ceUs are erased. the
countcr may continue to work until
Q 11 of JC, goes high. That happens
about one minute after the counter
has been started, dependtng. of
course, on the clock frequency used.
This provides the prevtously men-
tioned extra erasure time. When Q 11
goes high, transistor Tl starts to con-
duct, causing the oscillator in leI to be
disabled. Transistor T3 then starts to
conduct also, which causes the relay
to be switched off. Consequently, the
UV lamp goes out, and the erasure
process ts finished. LED Ds lights to
indicate that the ctrcutt may be
swttched off, and the EPROM removed
from the ZlF socket.

Construction
The construction of the intelligent
EPROM eraser is made relatively easy
by a prtnted circuit board wh ich may
be obtained through our Readers
Services. The artwork is shown in
Fig, 3. All parts, excepl the UV Iamp,
are accommodated on the board. Ta
make exchangmg EPROMs on the
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Fig. 3. peB artwork. The board is eompaet, and is fitted into a metal ease, together with the
UV lamp.

eraseras easy as possible, it is recom-
mended to use a 28-way ZIF (zero in-
sertion force) socket.
The completed printed circuit board

is fitted into a closed box, together
with the UV lamp. The box must be
fully closed because the light emitted
by the UV lamp is harmful to the eyes
and the skin. In all cases, keep expo-
sure to this UV light to an absolute
minimum. As an extra safety measure,
a microswitch is connected in series
with the UV lamp. This switch is
mounted such that the lamp goes out
If the lid of the box Is opened.
Still on the subject of safety, also

observe due precautions with regard to
the mains voltage which is present on
the board.
In view of the heat developed by the

UV lamp, it Is recommended to house
the eraser in a metal box, which is
connected to the mains earth.

(940058)
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FIGURING IT OUT
PART 17 - ALL CHANGE!

By Owen Bishop

This series is intended to help you with the quantitative aspects of electronic design:
predicting currents, voltage, waveforms, and other aspects of the hehaviour of circuits.

Dur aim is to provide more than just a collection of rule-of-thumb formulas.
We will explain the underlying electronic theory and, whenever
appropriate, ren der some insights into the mathematics involved.

Therateofchangeofonequan-
tity with respect to changes

in another quantity is known as
a differential. As explained in
Part 5, we represent a differen-
tial by a symbol having the form
dyldx. The example given then
was d<Udt, the rate of change of
magnetic flux cI> through an in-
ductor, with respect to time t. If
we were to plot a graph oftheflux
at different times, then d<PIdt is
the gradient ofthe graph at any
given time.
We are assuming that the de-

pendent variable <Pisa function
of the single independent vari-
able t. In symbols:

<P = {(tl.

Practically a11ofthe circuits and
circuit models we have studied
exhibit this one-to-one relation-
ship. In many ofthem, the volt-
age at a given point is a fune-
tion of time. Given an equation
that defines how voltage varies
with time(forexample, U =3 sint),
we differentiate to find the rate
of change ofvoltage at any given
instant (in this example,
du.ldt = 3 cost). But there are
other cases in which a quantity
depends on two (or more) other
independent quantities. As an
example, consider the fa miliar
Ohm's law equation for the cur-
rent through a resistor:

i = u/r. [Eq. 126]

As on previous occasions, we are
using lower-case letters for quan-
tities thatare varying. Ordinarily
we would use a capital R for re-
sistance, assumingthat its value
does not change significantly.
But suppose that the resistor is
light-dependent or we are using
a thermistor. We must alJow for
resistance to vary just as much

as, if not more than, voltage.
Current is a function of both
voltage and resistance:

We might want to know the rate
at which current varies with re-
spect to variations in both volt-
age and resistance. Think ofthis
in terms of a three-dimensional
graph-Fig. 143. The curved
surface represents the way in
which i varies with u and r. We
can consider these var-iations
individually. Ifwe cut sections
ofthe surface parallel to the i-u
plane, we obtain a set ofstraight-
line graphs. The line AB repre-
sents changes incurrent with re-
spect to voltage, if resistanee is
constant at 8 Q. In the other di-
rection, parallel to the i-r plane,
sectioning the surface yields a
set of hyperbolas. An example
1S shown by the line CD, which
represents changes in current
with respect to resistance, ifvolt-
age 1S constant at 4 V.
Wecaleulate the slopes ofthese

curves by using partial differ-
entials. The techrrique corre-
sponds to cutting a slice through
the surface, parallel to one or
otberofthevertical planes. Cutting
a slice parallel to the i-u plane
means considering r to be con-
stant and then differentiating
Eq. 126 with respect to u:

8i/8u = 1/r.

The symbol for the differential is
written with a special kindof'd' to
indicate that this is a partial
differential. We caU the 8 a
'curly d'. Because we have de-
cided to make r eonstant, the
partial differential (thegradient
ofa linedrawn parallel tothei-u
plane) is constant, Inotherwords,
we have a straight line, as ex-

i [Al
10 0

emplified by lineAB. For the set
of lines obtained in this way, the
gradient is inversely proportional
to r. The smaller the value of r,
the steeper the line, as can be
seen by eomparing hneAB with
lineA'B' in the figure.
Similarly, we find the gradi-

ent of lines parallel to the i-r
plane. Differentiating Eq. 126
while considering u to be con-
stant:

8i/8r=-u/r2.

The gradient is negatively in-
versely proportional to the square
ofthe resistance, which 18a char-
acteristic of hyperbolas. For a
given resistance, it 18 also di-
reetly proportional to the volt-
age; at double the voltage, for ex-
ample, gradients at aJI points

10

Fig.143

along a curve are doubled. This
can be seen by comparing curve
CD with curve CD'.

Example
Let us put some numbers intc
these equations and see how they
work out. Take a point P on the
surface, representing u = 4,
i = 0.8. The third value neees-
sarily follows from the first two.
At this point, the gradient in
the direction parallel to the i-u
plane is

l/r = 1/5 = 0.2.

The units of'this gradient are am-
peres per volt (NY). Tbe gradi-
ent parallel to the i-u plane is

-ulr2 = -4/25 = -0.16.
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Units are amperes per ohm
(AlQ). Now suppose that the volt-
age is increased by 0.1 Vand
the resistance is decreased by
0.5 Q. The change in current re-
sulting from a change in volt-
age is 0.2 A V-I. A change of
0.1Vproduces a current increase
of 0.2xO.1 = 0.02 A. Similarly,
the change in current result-
ing from a change in resistance
is-0.16AQ-l Achange of-0.5Q
pro duces a current change of
--D.16x--D.5=0.08A Both changes
are currentincreases and their
effects are cumulative. The total
change in current is 0.02+0.08
=O.IA. Thenewcurrentis 2+0.1
= 2.1 A
This result is only approxi-

mate, because we have consid-
ered the effects ofvoltage and re-
sistance separately. Figure 144
1San enlarged viewofthe surface
ofFig.143, in the region ofpoint
P. Increasing voltage by 0.1 V
is equivalent to moving from P
to Q. Decreasing resistance by
0.5 Q is equivalent to moving
from P to R. Both produce an
increase of current (an uphill
climb on the sloping surface of
the graph). We have simply added
these increases. But really, we
want to knowthe change thatoc-
curs in going from P to S. Going
from P to Q and then adding on
the current increase that was cal-
culated on the basis of being
at P is not quite the same thing
as going directly from P to S.
The change in level between Q
and S is not quite the same as
that between P and R. Having
said this, we still find this tech-
nique a useful one, provided that
we keep to smaU changes in u
and r. If PQ is smalI, the in-
crease in going from Q to S 1S
not very different to the increase
in going from P to R, so simply
adding the increases 1S precise
enough.

Small increments
Let us summarise this in math-
ematical terms. The small change
in voltage ts L1u. The rate of

Fig.144
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change of current with respect
to voltage at a given point is
öi / Su, The actual change in cur-
rent produced by the small change
in voltage is

(8ildu)xf1u.

Similarly, the change in current
resulting from a small change
in resistance is:

(Bi l drvx ör,

Provided that both f1uand f1r are
smalI, these two may be added
(taking account of sign) to find
the overall change in current.

Another example
Wewillworkthis examplestraight
through, without comment, as
a practical summaryofthemethod.
A 33 Q resistor has a current of
2.5 mA passing through it. The
power dissipated in the resistor
is p = i2r. We are asked to find
the change in power when the re-
sistor increases by 1 Q and the
current decreases by 0.1 mA. Ta
begin with, p = 0.00252x33
= 206.25 uw The change in power
resulting from the change in re-
sistance is:

(op I 8r)xi1r = i2xI =6.25x10-6.

The change in power resulting
from the change in current is:

(öp I 8i)xf1i = 2irx-0.001
=0.165x-0.0001 = -16.5x1~.

The total change in current is
(6.25-16.5)x10-6 = -10.25x10-6.
The new power level is
(206.25-10.25)xl0-6 = 196 Jlw.

We can easily check this result
by warking out the power when
i = 2.4 mA and r = 34 Q. For this
pair of values, p = 0.00242x34
= 195.84 pw. This, of course, is
a precise value and it might be
wondered why weneed to go into
the complications of differenti-
ation to abtain only an approxi-
mate value. The reason 1S that
the method of partial differen-
tiations ia applicable toequations
much more complex than the
simple one used here to if lus-
trate the method. It can be ap-
plied to any combination of re-
sistances and currents, it being
necessary only to insert the ap-
propria te values of L1i and L1r
into the equations once the ini-
tial differentiationhas beendone.

Percentages
The techniquecan also be applied
when the changes are expressed
as percentages. Using the re-
sistor of the previous example,
we might specify that the resis-
tance decreases by 0.5%and the
current decreases by 2%.
Calculating the changes:

f1r = -0.0051'
and
f1i = -0.02i.

Total change in power is:

i2Ll!' + 2irf1i = -0.005i2r-0.04i2r
= i2rx-0.045 = px-0.045.

The percentage change in power
is -4.5%.

Three or more
The technique rnay be extended
to include three or even more
variables. Partial differentia-
tion is no longer j ust a matter
ofcutting slices through a three-
dimensional surface, for the
'gt-aph' is a surface in space of
four 01" more dimensions. But
the principle isjust the same. If
z is a function of c, b, C, ... , then

&- &- &-
8z=-xi"ia+-xi"ib+-xi"ic+ ..

Iia i5b l5c
[Eq. 127]

AB am example, considerthe non-
inverting amplifier circuit of
Fig. 145. The output voltage, z,
is related to the input voltage,
u, by the equation:

z = u(alb+1) [Eq. 128]

The values of the resistors are
represented by variables a and
b. Here we have three indepen-
dent variables, and can wt-ite
three partial differentials by dif-
ferentiating Eq. 128 appropri-
ately:

I5z18u~alb+1;

Fig.145
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8z18a =u l b:

Sz l Bb = -uo lbt.

We will use this example to il-
lustrate the method of estimat-
ing errors and werk in percent-
ages. The rum is to calculate the
maximum positive errorinz that
my be brought about by resistor
tolerances and the precision of
the input voltage. Factars that
will result in an increase in z
are:
• Increase in u; suppose this 18
precise to ±2%; L1u = 0.02u.

• Maximal value of a; suppose
tolerance is 1%; L1a = O.Ola.

• Minimal value of 6; suppose
tolerance is 1%;L1b = -0.016.

Using an equation of the same
form as Eq. 127:

f1z = (al b+1) x 0.02u
+(ulb)xO.Ola
+ (-u l al b2) x -0.01b,

so that

f1z = 0.02u (2alb + 1)
[Eq. 129J

Equation 129is used to calculate
the change in z for any combi-
nation of values of u, a, and 6.
Forexample, ifu = 5V,a= 100Q
and b = 200 Q, then

f1z =0.02x5(200/200+ 1) = 0.2.

The output voltage may be up
to 0.2 V greater than its calcu-
lated value. With the exact values
given, z = 7.5 V,but errors may
take it up to a maximum of7.7 V.

Related rates
In the examples above, the two
(or more) independent variables
have been independent of each
other. But it may happen that
they are related to each other be-
cause they are both functions of
same other quantity. Very often
we find that two variables are
functions of time. The input to
a circuit may be a ramping volt-
ageor a sine wave; in either case,
the voltageis a function oftime.In
the same circuit, there may be
photoresistor responding to a
periodically changing light level;
the resistance of this ia also a
function of time. Ir a current in
the circuit is affected both by
the input voltage and the reais-
tance of the photoresistor, we
have a circuit which can be ana-
lysed by partial differentials.
For example, suppose that
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the input is given by u = 2sin4t.
The resistance of the photore-
sistor is given by r = 100+40t2
(a light source is approaching the
sensor and the inverse square
law applies), The current is
i = u l r, We want to know the
rate of change of i.
The standard equation CEq. 127)

tells us that:

8i 8i
Si= 8u xl!.u+ &- xl!.r

This equation does not require
the change to occur in any spec-
ified length oftime. Now we will
introduce the time element by
saying that the changes must
take place in a short length of
time, M. Dividing both sides by
Llt:

Si 8i Su: 8i l!.r-=-x-+-x-
l!.t 8u l!.t &- l!.t

If Lit is made very small, ap-
proaching zero, the expressions
containing it become differen-
tials:

di 8i du 8i dr-=-x-+-x-
dt 8u dt &- dt

[Eq. 130]

The expression on the left is the
rate of change of current with
time. We call it the total dif-
ferential ofz with respect to t.
Note that Eq. 130 does not con-
tain any finite quantities such as
M, and soitgives an exact result,
not an approximation. Let us
apply this equation to our ex-
ample. Calculating the partial
differentials from the equation
given (the same as in the first ex-
ample this month):

8il8u = 1Ir;

Calculating the other differen-
tials in the usuaJ way from the
equations given:

du/dt = 8cos4t;

dr/dt = 80t.

Substituting in Eq. 130:

di/dt = (8 cos 4t)/r-SOut I r2.
[Eq. 131]

We can use Eq. 131 to find the
rate of change of current when
one of the quantities has a spec-
ified vaJue. For example, when
t = 0.1 s, u = 0.7788 V and
r = 100.4 11.Then, substituting
in Eq. 131 gives:

di/dt = 72.77 mA s-t.

If instead we need to know the
rate of change of current when
the voltage has a particularvaJue,
we calculate the corresponding
values of rand t, then substi-
tute these in Eq. 131.
In this example, the time-re-

lated variables are synchronised
with each other. This is because
the differentials still incJude t,
This need not be the case. If, for
example, we state that the volt-
age is ramping upward at3 V s+,
the equation is: u = 3t. Differ- 3.
entiating this gives du/dt = 3.
The rate of change is constant;
it does not depend on how lang
has elapsed since we began tim-
ing. We might also specify that
the resistance is increasing at the
rate of 411s-l, so that dr/dt = 4.
The variables are still both time-
dependent, since they are rates
ofchange, butthey are not syn-
chronised in the time-scale.
Substituting these differentiale
in Eq. 130 gives:

di/dt = 3/r-4ulr2.

In this case, it is possibJeto spec-
ify any pair of values for u and
rand calculate the correspond-
ing rate of change of i. For ex-
ample, when u = 2V and r = 411,
then:

di/dt = 3/4-8/16 = 0.25 A s-t.

As wen as rates of change with
respect to time, we often encounter
rates of change with respect to
temperature. Thevaluesofmany
components, inc1udingresistors,
capacitors and regulators are
all functions oftemperature. Tbe
temperature coefficient, often
known as the tempco of a re-
sistor, may be ofthe order of200
parts per million per degree Celsius
(er per kelvin which, in this con-
text, amounts to the same thing).
As a differential, and now using
the variable t to represent tem-
perature insteadoftime, we have:

duldt = 2rxl0-4

Given the tempcos of resistors
and other components in a cir-
cuit, the method described above
can be used to calculate the rate
of change of current or other
quantitu with respect to tem-
perature changes.

Test yourself

1. Given that z is a function of
both x and y, calculate the

partial differentials 8z I 8x
and 8z I 8y when
(a) z = 2x+3y
(h) z = 3x2/4y

2. A 22 ).lF capacitor has a p.d,
of 9 V across it. The charge q
is given by q = cu. Ifthe volt-
age increases by 0.2 V and
the capacitance decreases by
0.5).lF, use the method of'par-
tial differentials to calculate
by how much the charge
changes.

In a voltage-regulatingcircuit
(Fig. 146), a constant volt-
age U = 10 V is applied. The
band-gap reference produces
a reduced voltagewith atempco
of 40 ppmrc. The resistor
has a tempco of 100 ppml°C.
When the temperature is 25 -c,
u isexactly 2.5Vandr=7.5 kl1.
The current through the re-
sistor is i = (U-u)/r. What is
the tempco of the current?

.!:!.=10V

+

2V5

930010·XVJI·146

Fig.146

Answers to
Test yourselt (Part 16)

1. (a) Odd function; no con-
stant term, no eosine terms;
expect to find only sine
terms.
(b) Half-wave repetition,
neither even Dar odd; expect
to find a constant term,
even cosine terms and even
sine terms.
(c) Even function; expect to
find a constant term and co-
sine terms.

2, 'I'his has half-wave repeti-
tion; with the constant term
ignored, it is an odd func-
tion; expect to find a con-
stant term and even sine
terms.
Ao = 3n/2
an = 0
bn = ~3/n(cosnn+1)
When n is even, cos n1t = 1,
and bn = ~6/n.
When n is odd, cosna = -1
and bn = O. Only even

terms. The series is:
y = 3n/2 ~ 6 [(sin 2t/2)

+ (sin4t14) + (sin6t/6)
+ ... ]
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APPLICATION NOTE
Theconlenl of Ihis note is based on inormalion received from manufaclurers in Ihe eleclrical and eleclronics

induslries or Iheir represenlatives and does not imply praclical experience by Elektor Electronics or ils consultants.

OPTOISOLATOR TYPE IL300
AND ITSUSEIN ISOLATION AMPLIFIERS

By K.Schönhoff

Theelectncally isolated trans-
fer of analogue signals is a fre-

quent occurrence in measure-
ment techniques, for instance,
in measurements on the mains
supply, 01' on signals ofwhich the
parameters are largely unknown.
Also, for safety reasons, it is often
required to isolate ground con-
nections.
These requirements are usu-

ally met by the use of an isolation
amplifier. Such an amplifiercouJd
be described as an operational
arnplifier with isolating proper-
ties. An isolation amplifier per-
fonns the transferof analogue data
(current, voltage) between two
points without an electrical con-
nection between these points.
Isolation amplifiers preventearth
loops, suppress common-mode
signals, ensure separation ofpo-
tentials and lessen the effect of
capacitive and inductive inter-
ference.
Isolation amplifiers can be di-

vided into three categories that
use capacitive, transformet 01'

optical coupling respectively.
Techniques that are based on
acoustic, piezo-electric, thermal
or mechanical coupfing areused
only in special applications.

Capacitive coupling
In this, the signal transfer is
brought about by two small ca-
pacitors, which alternately pass
on pulse edges that contain the
information-see Fig. 1.Use is
made of a modulation/demodu-
lation combination in which the
modulatorforms a controlloop via
a reference demodulator. This
arrangement compensates lin-
earity errore produced in the mod-
ulator.
Isolation amplifiers that use

capacitive coupling are easy and
inexpensive to produce, since the
capacitors, togetherwith the semi-
conductor chips, are normally

housed ina modified ceramic DIL
enclosure. They have a large band-
width (abcut 60-200 kHz), are d.c.
stable and have goodlinearity. The
output signal is staircase-shaped
owing to the sample-and-hold
trap.

Transformer coupling
In this, the oldestisolation trans-
fer technique, the d.c. signal is
chopped up, transferred by am-
plitude modulation and thenrec-
tified-seeFig. 2.Modern trans-
former coupling systems use a
form offeedback to obtain better
linearity.
The system provides good sup-

pression ofinterference, but its
bandwidth is not very large.

Optical coupling
Optoisolators provide an excel-
lent means of converting ana-
logue signals into corresponding
light signals. However, precise and
linear signal transfer requires
careful design. InFig. 3, the light
receiver is copied in the contrcl
circuit where it provides the nom-
inal values for the light-inten-
sity controlloop. This arrange-
mentcompensates for ageingef-
feets and non-linearity of the
light source. It is, of course, im-
perative that both light receivers
operate in identicaJ eonditions
and receive exactly the same
amount oflight.
Optical coupling enables the

continuous transfer of analogue
signals and is insensitive to in-
terference. Its speed of opera-
tion is high Cup to 10 MHz) and
it produces no spurious signals,
since it does not use modulation
and demodulation.

Other techniques
Use 1Soften made offrequency-
to-voltage converters followed
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Fig. 1. Isolation amplifier using capacitive coupling.

Fig. 2. Isolation amplifier using transformer coupling.
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Fig. 3. Isolation amplifier using optical coupling.
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Fig. 4. Isolation amplilier with voltage-Irequency converter
using capacitive coupling.
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Fig. 6. Isolation amplifier lor unipolar signals in a
photovoltaic configuration.
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Fig. 7. Isolation amplifier lor bipolar signals in a
photovoltaic conliguration.

by an isolation section using ca-
pacitive, transformer or optical
coupling-see Fig. 4. This re-
sults inlimited bandwidth butex-
cellent linearity, particularly ifop-
tical coup1ing15used.
There are also analogue-to-

digital converterswith aserial out-
put and optical signal transfer.
These provide very good1inear-

ity (16 or more bits), but have a
very limitedbandwidthandcause
signal delay. The latter may be
detrimental in, forinstance, con-
trol circuits.

Discrete designs?
Integrated circuits contain-

ing the components for most of
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Fig. 5. Pinout 01 the IL300.

theoutlined techniques arecom-
mercially available. However,
forspecial applications it iaoften
necessary to build an isolation
amplifier from discrete compo-
nents, sothatcertain parameters
can be optimized. The problem
with this is the lack of suitable
coupling elements.
Easily available optoisola-

tors have large tolerances and
suffer from ageing effects, tem-
perature dependenceofthe trans-
mitter capacitance, and non-lin-
earity of the trans mit and re-
ceive diodes.
Especiallythe non-linearityof

optoisoJators makes their appli-
cation often difficult. The lin-
earity tmproves sIightly when
the drive 1S reduced, but then
the signal-to-noise worsens.
Onewayofimprovingthe lin-

earity is the use of feedback by
means of a second optcisolator.
Unfortunately, its application is
handicapped by the necessary
matehing of the optoisolators.
Even after the most careful cal-
ibration, their parameters may
diverge widely because of tem-
perature variations. In extreme
cases, the negative feedbackmay
even turninto positive feedback
(that is, oscillations).
Dual optoisolators, because

oftheir thermal coupling, would
be the ans wer to the problem
were it not for the fact that their
transmitter and receiver are at
the same side of the isolation
barrier.

The IL300
The Type IL300 optoisolator

from Siemens is, bowever, a de-
viee that has been designed es-
pecially for the transfer of ana-
loguesignals. It consists ofa com-
bination ofan infra-red LEDand
two photodiodes-see Fig. 5. The
feedback diode captures part of
the light emitted by the LED.
From this, a control signal is de-

OPTOISOLATOR IL300

rived that largely compensates
for the non-linearity and the
time/temperature dependence
ofthe LED. Sinee the two diodes
are closelycoupled,thereis nolike-
lihood of differences in par-
ameters. That 15,the feedback
remains stable and the output sig-
nal is a truereflection ofthe input
signal.
The main parameters of the

IL300 are:
• non-linearity: $:0.01% (with
feedback).

• temperature stabi1ity:
±0.005% oe-I.

• Minimal eoupling capaci-
tance.

• Low dissipation: <15 mW.
• Isolation voltage: 7500Vpp
1s.

• Internal isolation barrier:
>0.4 rum.

The photodiodes may be used as
voltage sources (photovoltaic) or
as resiscors (photoconductive).
Used photovoltaically, the

diodes provide excel1ent linear-
ity, minimal noise and minimal
drift. The transfer propert.ies
meet the requirements for 12-
bit converters handsomely.
Used photoconductively, the

diodes providea large bandwidth,
but linearity and drift are no bet-
ter than required of 8-bit con-
verters.
The current gain, K1, between

the LED and the reference diode
is typicaJly 0.007, that between
LED and receive diode, K2, is
typically 0.007, and the trans-
fer gain between the individual
diodes, K3, is typicaLly 1.0.
The significantly higher gain

of traditional optoisolators
(0.5-1.5) is achieved by the use
ofphototransistors in the receiver.
Such transistors, however, are
much slowerthan the diodesused
in the IL300.

Some applications
The versatility ofthe IL300 is il-
lustrated in the app1ieation cir-
cuits that follow.
Figure 6 shows the basic cir-

cuit ofan isolation amplifierwith
the IL300used photovoltaically.
In the sampIe ca1culation below,
the following values were used:

• Maximum current of the
OP-07:IolmaxJ=± 15mA;

• Kl = 0.007;
• KZ= 0.007;
• K3 = 1.0;
• Input voltage, U,= 0-1.0 V.

First, the peak current through
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the coupling diode is determined:

R2= Rl G1K3
=103 x 1/1 = 10 kQ.
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Ipl(max) = Kl X [0 (max)
= 0.007 x 15 = 105)lA.

Input resistor Rl is calculated
from Ipl (max) and U,(max):

Rl = Ui(maxllIpl(maxl
= 1/105 x 10-8
= 9.524 kQ = 10 kQ.

The value ofR2 depends on the
required total amplification, G,
and the transfer gain, Ka, ofthe
IL300.AssumingG= 1andKa= 1:

Figure 7 i8 an isolation ampli-
fier for bipolar input signals. The
2N 4340 transistors provide relief
for the output stageofthe OP-07
and thus improve the drift be-
haviour. The current sources de-
termine the operating zero point
ofthe IL300 to make bipolar op-
eration possible. If the require-
ments are not so stringent, the

The small-signal bandwidth ofthe
amplifier is 45 kHz.

Fig, 8, Isolation amplilier with differential inputs, also lor bipolar signals,
in a photovoltaic conliguration,

,-,
+

Vln Rr

g.0005-,Q

Fig. 9. Isolation amplilier lor unipolar signals in a
photoconductive conliguration.

Fig. 10. Isolation amplilier lor bipolar signals in a
photoconductive conliguration.

Phase response reterence
10 ampUlier gain ClI·I- 0°-180°

•

s - ,

0 0

'b.

s ~.. \
.... PHASE

s .,
,,' ,,' ,,' 6

10

~
:
~

45 ~
:~•

90 &

Vou.

c
GNDI GND2 -t JS

g.OO05-2'

F • Prequency [Hzl

Fig. 11.lt does not have to be complicated: just two
transistors and an IL300 can provide good
electrical isolation 01 analogue signals.

Fig. 12. Frequency and phase characteristics 01 the
circuit in Fig. 11.
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Absolute Maximum Rating.
Symbol Min. Mn. Unit

Emitter
Power OlSslpallcn P,<b '60 mW
. rr.,,25"C)
Derale Loearly 2.13 mWrc
Ilom25"C

Forward Currenl 11 60 mA
Svrge CUII1ll"11 "k "" mA
(P\Jlse Wldlh <10~)

Reverse 1/ol1age V. 5 V
Thermal Raslslance R~ "0 'CiN
Junclr:::n Temperalure T, "" -c
[}elac:IOt"
Power D,SSlpallOfl P~ 50 mW
Detale hneany
Irom25"C 0.65 mWrc

Reverse vcuaqe V. 50 V
JunCIO"1 Temaeranne T, WO -c
Thermal aesrsiaoce Roh '500 "CNv

Coupler
Total PaOtage
Dlss,patlon al 25"C P, "0 mW

Derare Ilnearly
!rom25"C '.8 mWrc

Storage TemperalurEl T. ·55 "" -c
OPElrallng Termp f ·55 WO 'C.
W,thSland Test vcaece
1 mln.,60Hz IVTV 4420 VAC--.

W,lhsland Tesl vonaqe
, mn WTV 6250 VAC_

Wilhsland TeSI VoHage
1 S&<::.. 60 Hz WTV 5300 VAC.....,

Wlthsland Test Vol103ge
1 sec WTV 7500 VAC._

WOl1(<I1gvonace WV "00 VAC
Lead $oldellng T,ma .0 'K
at 260"C

Fig. 13. Absolute maximum ratings 01 the IL300.

current sources may bereplaced
by resistors.

Figure 8 shows the circuit of a
differential amplifier that may be
used as an instrumentation ampli-
fier with a resolving power of
12 bits. Tbe common-rnode re-
jection is determined by the IL300
and the differential amplifier at
the output. Since the output stage
is arranged as a differential ampli-
fier, a current source 1S not re-
quired. The circuit provides a
bandwidth of50 kHz and a very
high common-mode rejection of
140 dB at 10 kHz.

Figures 9and 10 show theIL300
in a photoconductive configura-
tion. The circuit in Fig.10 has a
bandwidth of z 100 kHz.

Figure 11 shows an isolation
amplifier designed with diserste
components. This circuit is often
used in the instantaneous value
feedbackloop ofthe control stage

Chsracteri.tic. (T =25"C)

OPTOISOLATOR lL300

in a DiAconverter. There is com-
pensation for the ageing of the
LED. Figure 12 gives an idea of
the (large) bandwidth ofthis cir-
cuit. Since the transferofthe in-
stantaneous value is carried out
in an exactand reliable manner,
the contro1 circuit can be at the
same side ofthe barrier as the con-
verter.

Finally
Tbe power supply to the input sec-
tion must, ofcourse, beelectrically
isolated from the remainder ofthe
amplifier. The requirements for
this are identical to those for the
signal transfer. Normally, d.c.-
to-d.c, converters are used for
this. Note, however, that the trans-
formers used in this may trans-
fer noise and interference. Tem-
porary substitution ofa battery
supply will quickJy indicate
whether this is really caused by
thetransfonnersorwhetherthere
is a fault in the amplifier.

[940005]

,
Symbol Mln. Typ. Mu. Unit Tut ~ndilion

LED EmittM
Forward Vollage V, 1.25 U() V ~~=10 mA
VI' tenc. Coetficieöt !NF/t."'C -2.2 mV/"C
Reverse currenr '. , io ... VR",5 V

JunClJOn Capacnance C, 15 of VF=O V. I" I MHz

Dynamlc Restsrartee !lVF/t.1r: 6 0 I~ = IOmA

SWllchlng Time " 1 pS .11,,=2 mA. 1F<:l=10 mA

" 1 pS dl,=2mA.IF<:l",IOmA

Detectcr
Darx Cunera '0 , 25 nA V_=-151i.IF"OIlA

Open Circuu vcnace Vo 500 mV IF=10mA

Shon C,tcun Cunent I", 70 ... 1,=IOmA

JunclJOn cacacueoce C, 12 Of VF=O V. F= I MHz

Norse EQuNaJan! Power NEo .'""'" , WNH! Vooo,,,,-15 V

Coupled Characlefistica
K 1. Servo C:.Jllenl Gan {IPlI',,) K1 000'-" 0.007 0011 11'=10 mA VOM =-15 V

Servo Cunent. see Ncte 1.2 1,1 70 ... 1,,,lOmA Vo.o=-15V

K 1 T emperatvre Coetüc eot t.Kllt.T -0.5 ",rc IF= 10 mA. VO</1.=-15 V
K2. Forward Cwrent Ga" (IPIIF) K2 00036 0.007 0.011 IF=10mA. Vooc=-15 V
Forwatd Cunent ',.2 70 ... IF",10mA V"",,=-15 V

K2 Ternoetature Coeüic eot jK2/!lT -0.5 ·",/"C 1,=IOmA VO</1.=-15V

K3. Transter Galn (K2JK 1) K3 0.56 1.00 '65 K2IK, t,,=IOmA. VÖIJ/f=-15V

See Note 1. 2
Transtel Garn Llnearlly .K3 !0.25 ", 11'",1 10 10mA

Transfer Gain Lneentv .K3 ±0.5 % 11'=1 10 10 mA T.. :0"C 10 7S~C

K3 T emce.eune Ceettlclent t.K3f.1T "'0.005 '-FC If=lOmA V"", =-15 V

Photoconductive Oper.r.tion
FreQuency Response BW (·3 db) 200 KHI IF-Q=10 mA. MOD~<I mA. RL=50n.
Phase Rasee-ise et 200 K.Hz -<5 D'9 Voo,=-15 V
Rise Time " 1.75 us
Fall Time " 1.75 us
lneulatlcn -Isolation

IInpul-OU!PUI Caoacrtance C'O
, pf V~",OV 1= 1 MHz

Corrmon Mode caoacneoce C,m 0.5 Of V~=oOV.t =1 MHz

Corrmon ~'ode Rejectco aenc CMRR 130 OB 1:060 Hz. RL=22 K..Q

lnsvrauco Resrstance R,O 1(Xl GO Vlo=500 VQC

Wllhsland Test Voltage WTV 4420 VACRM: Re!. Humldlly s scs 1!()!>1O IJ.Ä. 1 rmn
WTV 6250 VAC"",- Mel. Hl;m IlySSO'%. 110 ~ I 0 IJ.Ä. 1 mn

WTV 5300 VACRI,t; Rel. Hum ny s 50% 'o SO jJ.Ä. 1 sec
\VTV 7500 VACPE ...... Rel Humldlty s SC'"... 1!0:>10 1-lÄ. 1 sec

Fig. 14. Parameters ofthe IL300.
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SMALL LOOP ANTENNAS FOR MW
AM BCB, LFAND VLF RECEPTION

PART1 -INTRODUCTION AND THEORETICALBACKGROUND

THE Very Low Frequency (VLF)
bands are found between 10 kHz and

30 kHz; the LF frequencies occupy
30 kHz to 300 kHz; and the medium
wave (MW) band is from 300 kHz to
3,000 kHz. Within the medium wave re-
gion is the AM broadcast band, occupy-
ing 540 to 1,700 kfIz." Activity in those
bands provides some interesting oppor-
tunities for DXers. There are AM broad-
casters on 145 to 280 kHz, while
maritime CW (Morse) traffic is heard on
frequencies around 500 kHz.b In the 100-
kHz region one finds Loran-C navigation
stations, and in the 10 to 14-kHz region
are Omega navigation stations. Time
and frequency standards stations oper-
ate at 50 kHz and 60 kHz. A number of
beacon and other miscellaneous stations
are heard throughout the LFNLF spec-
trum. Several navies operate submarine
communications stations in the VLF
bands (several operate in 20 to 40 kHz
region).
An increasingly popular activi ty is

natural terrestrial radio and solar radio
astronomy observations in the VLF re-
gion. Two different sorts of aetivity are
found. Same people Iike to listen for
'whistlers'; i.e., natural radio signale ere-
ated by distant bursts of lightning
(Mideke, 1992). They are electromag-
netic waves (not sound waves) in the 1to
10 kHz region, and typical1y exhibit an
exponentially deeaying tone. The solar
radio astronomy aetivity is observing the
effeets of solar events that ereate sud-
den ionospheric disturbances or
SIDs (Taylor and Stokes, 1992). While
shortwave propagation drops out due to
D-layer absorption during SIDs, VLF
propagation is enhaneed. It is this en-
haneement that observers look for when
detecting SIDs.
Noise is a big problem in the LFNLF

spectrum, and to some extent in the MW
band. Lightning statie and other 'hash' 1S

By Joseph J. Carr, B.Se.. M.S.E.E.

seen. There 1S also eonsiderable har-
monic energy from 50 or 60-Hz power
mains. While such frequeneies do not
normally produce high harmonie levels,
when power lines are considered it is
seen that even proportionally very weak
harmonics have considerable energy con-
tent simply because of the high power
levels handled by the lines. As a result,
sensitive radio receivers see large
amounts of power line interference.
There is also considerable hash and
'birdies' from television receivers, video
cassette recorders and other household
and commercial and industrial electron-
ics devices.

The antenna problem
Regardless of the in te rest of the
LFNLF/AM BCB listener, there is one
problem that is common to al1 of them:

the antenna. Resonant antennas for
LFNLF are huge, and AMBCB antennas
are not far behind. Over the frequency
range mentioned above, a quarter wave-
length antenna would range from 150 to
25,000 metres in length. Friend, mentor,
and past-president of the American
Radio Relay League (ARRL), the late
Vic Clark (W4KFC), onee told me of see-
ing a rhombic for LF submarine commu-
nications in Peru in the early 19608.
Such antennas are usually 1.5A. to TA 00
each side. This one was 38.6 km
(24 miles) on eaeh of its four sides! A
quarter wavelength vertical on 25 kHz is
three kilometers high. If small vertieals
or short random length wires are used
instead, performance suffers accordingly.
Clearly, such antennas are beyond most
ofus.
A popular solution to the problem of

receiving antennas for LFNLF/AM BCB

a The USA recently extended the AM BeB upper limit from 1,610 kHz to 1,700 kHz.
b It is expected that some nations will cease routine manned monitoring of 500 kHz, the international CW calling and distress frequeney, in the
near future.The UB Coast Guard has already discontinued its regular 500 kHz manned radio wateh. Monitoring for automatie distress signals
wiU continue however.
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Fig. 1. Directivity pattern of the loop
antenna.

reception is the use of small loops. The
loop antenna can re sonant or non-reso-
nant, although the re sonant form will
produce a much larger output signal. In
this article we will take a look at some of
the basic issues in designing a simple
loop antenna for the LFNLF bands.

Small loops VS. large loops
Several different forms of loop antenna
are used extensively, but they generally
fall into two classes: large loops and
smallloops. The large loop variety typi-
cally have overall perimeter lengths that
range from about 0.5A (e.g., the mini-
loop) to 2A (e.g., the bisquare). Perhaps
the most common example of the large
loop antenna is the 1"- square, i.e., a
square w-ire loop that is 0.25"- per side
(this antenna can be considered a 'one-el-
ement quad'). The radiation pattern of
this antenna at its resonant frequency
will be a bidirectional 'figure-B' pattern,
similar to a dipole, with the maxima per-
pendicular to the plane of the loop and
the nulls offthe ends. The Delta Loop an-
tenna is another popular example.
Small loop antennas, on the other

hand, have perimeter lengths which are
considerably 1ess than one wavelength. A
naval training manual from World War
II era used ::;;0.22"- as the maximum
perimeter length for radio direction find-
ing (RDF) loops; Jasik (1961) used
50.1n; Kraus (1950) used 50.1A; and
The ARRL Antenna Book (ARRL
1988) recommends 50.085A.
A difference between large and small

loop antennas is seen in the current dis-
tribution around the antenna perimeter.
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In a large loop, the eurrent varies as a
function of length, with nodes and antin-
odes at critical points (loeation depen-
dent upon polarization and therefore
feedpoint). In the small loop, however,
the current is uniform across the entire
length of tbe loop perimeter.
A radio signal is a trans verse electro-

magnetic wave, and as such it possesses
orthogonal magnetic (H) and electric (E)
fields that propagate togetber along the
same line; energy oscillates back and
forth between the E and H fields. The po-
larity of an antenna (horizontal or verti-
cal) depends on the direction of the
E-field. The large loop antenna responds
primarily to the E-field of the radio sig-
nal, while the small loop responds pri-
marily to the H-field. This attribute of
the smal1-1oopantenna is one reason why
the antenna performs weil in the pres-
ence of interfering signals from power
mains and electrical applianees. Such
signals near to the receiver tend to be
dominant E-field phenomena, so the
smallloop is less sensitive to them than
to radio signals.
Small loop antennas are built using a

number of common symmetrical geome-
tries (circular, square, hexagonal, octago-
nal, pentagonal and tri angular),
although the circular and square are
probably the most common. For most ap-
plications, the square form is probably
the easiest to construct, so is used for
most of the examples in this article. An
interesting aspect to the circular and
square 100ps is that the far fields of the
two antennas are very nearly equal when
the square of the loop area (A) is greater
than, or equal to, 11100of the wavelength
(i.e. A'" AllOO).

Small-Ioop directivity
The directivity of the small loop anten na
is opposite that of the large loop, even

e

ADVANCING RADIO..J L
SIGNAL WAFEFRONT ...........",

Fig. 2. Three different orientations with
respect to advancing radio wave show why
the null is broadside to loop plane. In (a) the
loop is orthogonal to the wave, so more lines
of force cut the conductors (maximum
response); At (b) the antenna is oriented at
an angle c, so the response is reduced by
cos a and (c) the antenna is broadside to the
wave, so few lines offorce cut the antenna.

though botb produce 'figure-8' patterns.
Like the dipole, most large loops have
maximum sensitivity perpendicular to
the plane of the loop. The small loop,
however, has maximum sensitivity off
the ends, and has the nulls (or 'minima')
perpendicular to the plane of the loop
(see Fig. 1).
Figure 1 also illustrates one reason

why the loop is used for RDF, and why it
is popular with receiver operators in the
lower frequency bands (up to about
7 MHz). The nulls are very sharp com-
pared with the maxima, so can be used to
either pin point the direction of the sta-
tion, or to null it out. Receiver operators
can place the null in the direetion of an
interfering station (er electrical noise
source), nulling it out, even when the di-
rection of the maxima is not 'dead on' the
direction of the desired station. Even

a b

a

A
Uo 940028-13

Fig.3. Dimensions and form of two loop antennas: a) circular and b) square.
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though the antenna is not optimized for
the desired station, it ie optimized for the
overall situation because the ratio be~
tween the desired and undesired signal
strengths is increased. As with signal to
naise ratio, the 'desired signal to inter-
fering signal ratio' 18critical in eliminat-
ing co-channel and adjacent channel
interference.
The directivity of the small Ioop,

shown in Fig. 1, might not be immedi-
ately intuitive without reference to
Fig. 2. Here we see three loops at differ-
ent angJes with respect to the advancing
wavefront of the radio signa1. The loop
antenna at 'A' is positioned for maximum
sensitivity to the radio signal, i.e., at a
angle of 0 degrees. Note that it is cut by
several lines of force by the signal, so
produces a maximum induced current in
the loop conductors. At 'B' the locp is ori-
ented at some angle a. with respect to the
advancing wave. This loop sees a signal
that is less than that of 'A' by the eosine
of the angle. Finally, at 'C' we see the
broadside situation, i.e., the antenna is
oriented 90 degrees with respect to the
advancing wave front. In this case, the
induced signal is theoretically zero, al-
though some small signal will exist in
practical antennas, which accounts for
the sharpness and deepness of the null.

Structure of the small loop
antenna
The simplest form of loop antenna is the
single turn circular (Fig. 3a) or square
(Fig. 3b) form. This type of loop antenna
is frequently seen in the shcrtwave
bands, especially above 7 MHz. Amateur
radio single-turn RDF 'foxhunting' loops
in the 10-metre and 6-metre bands are
well known. At the VLF, LF and AM
BeB frequencies, however, single turn
Joops are not too popular because of the
small signal pick-up exhibited. Exami-
nation of Eq.j L] demonstrates that a
small loop would need a fairly large
physicaJ size (especially area A) in order
to compensate for the lack of turns when
the wavelength (A) geta Iarge. The output
voltage, Uo• is found from:

21CANEfcosa

A

Where:
Uo is the output signal Ievel in volts;
A is the area of the loop in square meters
(m");
N is the number of turns in the loop;
Er is the strength of the radio signal in
volts per metre (V/rn);
a 18the angle of arrival of the signal, as
defined above, in degrees;
A 18the wavelength of the received sig-
nal, in metres (m).

The circular loop antenna is physically a
bit harder to con.struct than the square
loop, so for this article we wi11concen-

~

T A =a2
a ;> 5·b

a

1
940028-14

Fig. 4. Form 01 the standard square loop.

trate largely on the square loop.
Figure 4 shows the basic structure of
the multi-turn square loop. Two largely
equivalent forms of square 100psare the
depth wound (as shown) or the planar
wound. In the latter form, the turns are
wound all in the same plane, with the
square formed by any one turn being
slightly different in dimension than the
turns adjacent to it. In the depth wound
type, the turns form the same size
square, but they are, so to speak, stacked
on top of each other. In the depth wound
square loop, the 'b' dimension is the loop
thickness, while in the planar wound
form the 'b' dimension is its width. A con-
straint on the square loop design is that
the length of each side be five times (or
more) either the width or depth (a ? 5b).
Shortly we will discuss methods for
winding the square loop.
Youmay sometimes see smaU loop an-

tennas characterized by thei r 'effective
height' (Heff), which is a theoretical con-
struct that compares the output signal
level (Uo) to a vertical piece of the same
type of wire of height Heff. The effective
height is:

[I] H _2rrNA
eff---,,-

When practical examples are worked, it
will be noted that for any easily obtained
field strength the output voltage of a
smal1 loop antenna is quite small. There
are three strategies for increasing the
output voltage of the loop without resort-
ing to amplification (which can also be
used). First, note that the output voltage
in Eq.[l], and the effective height in
Eq.[2], are directly proportional to the
number of turns (N) in the loop. By
adding more turns, the output voltage is
increased. However, there is a practical
Iimitation to this approach because
adding turns increases resistive lasses

LOOP

LOOP INDUCTANCE

EQUIVALENT ~
CIRCUIT Cl

A B
Uo 940028-15

Fig. 5. Resonating the loop (parallel
version).

and also stray capacitance. The stray ca-
pacitance can be remarkably high, and
results in a relatively low self-resonance
point if too large.
The second strategy is to increase the

area of the loop. The area rises according
to the square of the loop sides (A=a2).
Thus, doubling the length of the loop
sides quadruples the output voltage. The
practical limitation on this approach is
the physical difficulties of building and
siting a large loop. I have seen 5-metre to
the side square VLF loope, but at a rural

[2:

A B
Uo 940028-16

Fig.6. Resonating the loop (series version).
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Loop inductance

C3
100n

L__~====~===-!~==~====!!I::.TORCVRANTENNA
INPUT

C1

-- 940028-17

Fig. 7 Using a varactor diode to remotely tune the loop using a direct voltage.

Shape K, K.

0.006
0.008
0.012
0.016

Triangle
Square
Hexagon
Octaqon

K2

1.155
1.414
2.00
2.613

0.655
0.379
0.655
0.7514

0.135
0.33
0.135
0.0715

Table 1. Shape co-efficients K, for Grover's equation.

university site, and not an urban resi-
dential site.
The third strategy ia to re sonate the

loop inductance with a capacitance. The
output voltage of the resonant vice non-
resonant loop ia multiplied by the figure
ofmerit (Q) ofthe resulting LC tuned cir-
cuit; typical values run from 5 to 200,
with values near 100 being quite easy to
obtain. The output volta ge of the reso-
nant loop is:

u ~ 21CANQEfcosa
o A

Figure 5 shows the resonant loop and
the equivalent LC circuit (neglecting re-
sistance). Only one turn is shown for
simplicity, but the same diagram also
suffices for multi turn loops. A capaci-
tance (Cl) 1S in parallel with the loop in-
ductance. When resonated, the loop will
produce a signal many times larger than
the signal of the un-resonated loop.
However, the gain in signal output is at
the expense of convenience. The resonant
loop must somehow be tuned, which

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS JUNE 1994

[3]

makes remote siting of the loop antenna
(e.g., outdoors or in the attic) somewhat
more difficult. In some cases, the loop is
series resonated, as shown in Fig. 6.
This approach is probably somewhat less
common than the parallel approach, but
is available to those who wish to try it.
The capacitors used for loop antennas

tend to be receiving type 'broadcast vari-
ables'. I have used 365-pF single seetion
variables, 380-pF, and 3x365-pF with all
three sections in parallel (1,100 pF).
Another good prospect is the 500-pF ein-
gle seetion units offered by Maplin
Electronics (P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh,
Essex, SS6 8LR, UK).
Figure 7 shows the use of a voltage

variable capaeitance diode ('varactor') to
resonate the antenna. The additional ca-
pacitors are a trimmer (Cl) and a parallel
capacitor used to increase the overall ca-
pacitance. These extra capacitors are
needed generally because few varactors
are available over 500 pF, so it may be
the ease that practical sized loops cannot
easily be resonated with only a varactor
at LF and VLF frequeneies.

There are several different ways to calcu-
late loop inductance, and they produce
sornewhat different results. Three meth-
ods are found in the literature, although
one (Patterson, 1987) applies largely to
single-turn loops made of large diameter
eonductors (3 to 20 mm) so is used rnostly
at high MW and low HF. For AM BGB
and below, one might wish to pick from
Somerfield's (1952) equation or Grover's
(1946) equation.

Somerfield's equation:

[4]

Wbere: Po= 4rr x 10-7, and the turns are
spaced on width b, a distance of b/(n-l)
apart (i.e. clcse-wound). The Somerfield
equations seem to work wirhin an ex-
pected range of error, but Grover's equa-
tion seems closer to the actual
induetance measured in empirical tests
perforrned by rne.

Grover's equation:

Where:
L is the inductance in mierohenrys (p.H):
a is the length of a loop side in centime-
ters (cm};
b is the loop width in centimeters (cm);
n is the number of turne in the loop;
K1 through K4 are given in Table 1.

The equations of Patterson (1967), re-
ported by David (1991):

L~(O.00508a)(2.30310g:a -~) [6]

Where:
L is the loop inductance in microhenrys
(]lH);
a is the length of the perimeter of the
100p (inches);
d is the conductcr diameter (incbes);
$ is a factor from Table 2.

Shape Factar ($)

Circle
Octagon
Hexagon
Pentagon
Square
Triangle
(equilateral)

2.451
2.561
2.6.6
2.712
2.853
3.197

Table 2. Shape faetors 4> tor Patterson's
equation.
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Performing several experiments with
VLF loops showed that the Somerfield
equation differed from the inductance
read by a digital LC meter by 20 to
25 percent, while the inductance calcula-
tion from Grover was nearer the mark.
One loop that I built measured 6.96 mH
on the meter, and Grover predicted
6.33 mH. A BASIC program for calculat-
ing the loop inductance based on Grover
is provided with this article. The version
of the program published here will run
on aoy MS-DOS compatible machine,
and must be run through BASICA, GW-
BASIC or their equivalent. C

Ta resonate the Ioop requires a spe-
cific capacitance determined by the reso-
nance equation. Because there is often a
tremendous stray or distributed capaei-
tance (es), this value must be accounted
in the calculation. In one loop that I
built, measuring 61 cm per side with
50 turns of wire, the eapacitance was
nearIy 200 pF. This value was confirmed
two ways. First, by finding the self-reso-
nant point, and knowing the inductanee,
it could be ealculated. Second, by mea-
suring the resonant frequency with a
known capacitance (330 pF) and noting it
was too low for the loop inductance and
fixed capacitance. The stray capacitance
could be calculated by subtracting the
fixed 330-pF capaeitance from the calcu-
lated capacitance needed to resonate the
inductance to the frequency measured.
Crude, but it works weIl. Both methods
yielded numbers of the order of 200 pF,
with about 15 pereent difference between
them. The overall capacitance needed
can be calculated from knowledge of the
loop inductance and the desired resonant
frequency:

Where:
fis the resonant frequency in Hertz (Hz);
Cl is the value of the fixed capaeitor in
farads (F);
Ce is the stray capacitanee in farads (F);
L is the inductance in Henrys (H).

Shielded small-Ioop
antennas
The ideal pattern of Fig. 1 shows uni-
form main lobes and sharply defined
nulls. These attributes are the key to the
suecessful use of the Ioop. But when the
Ioop is elose to the ground or other ob-
jects, the pattern will be severely dis-
torted hy stray coupling. The nulls tend
to fill in, and the maxima lobes tend to
become distorted. The answer to this
problem is to isolate the loop antenna in
a shielded enclosure, as in Fig. 8.

GAP IN SHIELD

-----------------}I- -----------------,
--------------11--------------,

ings. Thin gauge copper foil can be found
at hobby shops, the kind that model air-
craft and ship bui1ders frequent, as weIl
as shops that sell to amateur doll house
manufacturers. Generally, 36 to
44 gauge foil is used. Th:icker copper ma-
terial, such as roofing copper, is usable
as well, but provides little or DO electrical
advantage at the cost of more money and
considerable effort in forming the shield.
While foil ean be worked with a cheap
pair of scissors, roofing copper must be
worked with professional 'tin snips' or
equivalent tools.

Coupling the loop
antenna to the receiver
Before an antenna ean be useful it must
be coupled to the receiver. The simplest
method for coupling a loop antenna to
the receiver is to connect a eoaxial trans-
mission line across the output voltage
terminals (A-H). While simple and ap-
pealing, it is also not a very good method,
espeeially if the loop is tuned (the eoax
eapacitance will detune the resonance
point). Other methods are clearly
needed.
Figure 9 shows the use of a trans-

former coupling winding on the loop an-
tenna. The main winding is the
multi turn loop antenna, and, in this
case, it is resonated to a specific fre-
queney by Cl; non-resonant loops also
work using this same style of eoupling.
The coupling Ioop is one or two turns of
wire wound along with the main loop.
Some builders prefer to embed the cou-
pling loop in the same bundle of wires as
the main loop. For most applications, one
or two turns will suffice for the coupling
loop, although at LF frequencies, where
the main loop may be 50 to 150 turns of
wire, more may be needed.
In some antennas, the coupling loop is

resonated with aseries connected vari-
able capacitor. Because there are so few
turns on the coupling Ioop the series res-
onant capacitor must be much larger
than the main tuning capacitor. As a re-
sult, it is not common to find coupling
loops resonant below the MW BCB be-
cause of the capacitanee required.
The coupling loop can be either

grounded at one end, for single-ended
output, or used in a balanced configura-
tion. In any event, it is common practice
to use a preamplifier to boost the output
of the coupling loop. Almost any wide-
band amplifier that covers the frequency
range of interest will suffice, and we will
examine a few eandidate designs shortly.
Some people use a transformer be-

tween the coupling loop and tbe input of
the amplifier. Most small audio output
trans formers intended for transistor cir-
cuits will work well into the VLF region.

SHIELD

LOOP

,-------_ ..
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Fig. 8. Shielded resonant loop.

MULTI-TURN LOOP

[71

C A GW-BASIC plus an executable version for modern VGAcompatible MS-DOS machines are available on a disk which may be obtained through
our Readers Services, order code 1951. See page 70 for price and ordering information.

COUPLING LOOP
(1 OR 2 TURNS)
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Fig. 9. Loop antenna with a coupling loop.

The gap in the shield is needed in
order to allow the anten na to be exposed
to the magnetic component of the electro-
magnetic wave. Because the shielding is
effective against tbe electric field, and
the loop res ponds most favourably to the
magnetie field, the shield offers even fur-
ther protection against stray E-fields
from power Iines and appliances.
Common praetice calls for use of a

small metal box to hold the variable ca-
pacitor and any coupling circuitry, and
copper foil to surround the loop wind-
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Fig. 10. Using an audio transformer to
couple to the receiver.

The most common type used in antenna
coupling has an 8-11 secondary and a
1000-0 pr-imary. In the antenna circuit,
however, the roles ofthe windings are Te-
versed: the 8-0. winding is connected to
the output of tbe antenna coupling loop,
while the 1,000-Q winding is connected
to the input of a preamplifier.
The frequency response of even the

lowest cost audio transformers can be as
high as 70 or 80 kHz, although the region
below 50 kHz is typically flatter than the
higher end of the bandwidth.
Commercial grade audio trans formers
are available with impedance ratios sim-
ilar to the output transformers cited
above, but with ± 1 dB bandwidths of
150 kHz. Although the cost is high, they
work weIl in this application. Mini-
Circuits offers smaH RF transformers in
DIP IC-like packages. Several type num-
bers are available, with various turns ra-
tios, that offer frequency response down
to VLF region; some have ±3-dB points
as low as 10 kHz. For loop antennas in
the upper end of the VLF region, and
lower end of the MW region, a modified
455 kHz interstage transformer can be
used; use the type that has aresonant

A
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Fig. 11. Using a single-ended preamplifier at
the output of the loop.
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winding and a low-impedance coupling
winding. Remave the capacitor that res-
onates the primary. On most small tran-
sistor radio IF transformers, the
resonating capacitor is extern al to the
transformer sbell, located in a recess in
the insulating base of the part. It is a
tubular ceramic capacitor and can be re-
moved by crushing.
A slightly different approach is shown

in Fig. 10. In this case, a non-re sonant
shielded loop antenna without a coupling
Ioop is used. The transformer is an audio
interstage or line-to-line transformer.
Deviees that have been used successfully
include 150:150, 500:500, 600:600 and
1000:1000 n units; also used have been
step-up transformers. The principal fea-
ture required is that the primary wind-
ing be eentre-tapped. The centre-tap of
the transformer primary is connected to
the shield surrounding the main loop.
The transformer's secondary winding can
be connected to the input of a preampli-
fier , or fed direetly to the receiver an-
tenna input,
Figures 11 and 12 show the use of

preamplifiers connected to the output of
the loop antenna, or a coupling loop. The
connection in Fig. 11 1San amplifier with
a single-ended input. One side of the Ioop
output is grounded, and the other is fed
to the input of the amplifier. The circuit
in Fig. 12 shows the use of a push-pull
preamplifier. The outputs of the two ac-
tive elements are combined in an output
transformer; the secondary of the output
transformer is connected to either addi-
tional amplification or directly to the re-
ceiver antenna terminals via coaxial
cable.

Next month __.
Now that we've learned a bit ofthe the-
ory about Ioop antennas, it is time to put
it into practice and discuss how one goes
about actually making a loop antenna.
Next month we will look at practical COll-
struction details, loop preamplifier cir-
cuits and loop applications that might
not immediately spring to mind.

(940028-1)
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NEWBOOKS

HOME SECURITY
ByVivian Capel
ISBN0 7506 1809 4
Price E 14·95 (soft cover)
Being burgled is traumatic; it is a per-
sonal assault. Yet. in Brttain. as inmost
other European countries, a hause Is bro-
ken into every 10-20 seconds every day,
seven daysa week,yearin, yearout. What's
more, the rate is mcreastng, the police are
powerless. This, and its direct conse-
quence: lugher insurance premturns. ts a
compelling reason to make Dur hornes
more secure. This book provides practi-
cal. independent guidance on how ta da
this. Itshows how burglars work and how
to thwart them. In a jargon-free way, the
selection and installation of alarm sys-
tem are described in this practical guide
for home-owners.
There ts a plethora of sccurtty devices

now on offer. Largo sums can be spent. yet
weak links may be left unrecogruzed - ex-
cept by the burglar. Good independent
advice is scarce, as mostsecUIityfirrns favour
thetr own producls. This book explatnethe
pros and cons of alarm system, including
how to avoid faults and find thern tf they
occur. 'Prtendly security' is particularly
featured. and other securtty devices are given
acritical scrutiny. Furthermeasures to avoid
beccminga victim ofcrtme are also discussed.
Descriptions and circutts are gtven for

two simple tested destgns. one for the
horne and one for a foolproof public hall
system, for those wtth some technical and
constructtonal skills.
With recent estimates suggesting that

the market for securtty rs growing at 12%
a ycar. this is a timely and strarghtfor-
ward guide to the wide range of technolo-
gies and devtces used to maintain secu-
rity in hornes and small premises.
This Butterworth Heinemann publi-

cation is available from ReedBook Services.
PO Box 5, Rushden NN109YX.

ELECTRONIC MUSIC and
MIDIPROJECTS
By R.A. Penfold
ISBN 1 870775 24 4
Price E 9·95 (soft cover)
Horne made equipment has been part of
the electroruc music scene for just about
as Iongas there has been electronic music.
In the early days, there was often no al-
ternative to ustng horne constructed equip-
rnent stnce ready rnade alternative were
conspicuous by their absence. Also, the
commercial electroruc music gear that
was available tended to be quite expens-
ive. Today's ready-made electronic in-
struments are much more affordable, but
in many cases, tt ts still possible to pro-
duce horne constructed untts for stgrufi-
cantly less than the cost ofbroadly com-

parable ready-made alternatives. It is also
still possible to build effects units !hat
have no true commercial counterparts.
Whetheryou wish tosavemoney. boldly

go where no mustctan has gone before,
rekindle the pioneering spirit, or simply
have fun buildtng sorne electronic music
gadgets, the designs featured in thts book
should suit your needs. The projects are
all easy to butld. and some are so simple
thateven complete begmners atelectronic
project construction can tackle them with
ease. The basic mixer. MIDI tester, MIDI
lead tester, metronome, electronic swell
pedal, THRU box. and MIDI automatie
switcher are all well suited to beginners.
Stripboard layouts are provided for every
project, togetherwith a wtrtng diagram. The
mechanical side ofconstruction has largely
been left to individual constructors to sort
out. simply because the vast majortty of
project builders prefer to do their own
!hing in this res pect.
None ofthe destgns requires the use of

any test equipment in order to get them
set up properly. Where any settmg ts re-
qutred, the procedures are very straight-
fotward. and they are described in detail.
The projects in this book are primarily

aimed at keyboard players. Guitarists are
catered for in aseparate book, Electronic
Projects Jor the Guiiar, from the same pu b-
lisher and author as this publication.
PC Publishing. 4 Brook Street, Ton-

bridge, England TN9 2PJ.

IN-CIRCUIT TESTING
ByAllen Buckroyd
ISBN0 7506 0930 3
Price E 35·00 (hard cover)
This book Is atmed at potential purchasers
and users of In-circutt automatie testers
who are attracted to the conceptoflCf. but
who may need help. This includes test
engin-eering managers who need guid-
anee on which equtpment to buy for a
gtven application (and how to financially
justify the purchase). and ATE program-
mers, test engineers and technicians who
would welcome praetical advtce on howbest
to use the chosen ATE.
The work. by Allen Buckroyd, project

manager at GEC-Marconi Communications
and authorof Computer IntegratedTesting.
is the keyintroduction to ICf for ATE staff
and test engineers.
ThebookgivesadescriptionofwhatlCf

can and can notdo, and answers many ques-
tions on how tests are actually earried
out. with benefits and drawbacks of!he
teehniques.
Thts Butterworth Heinemann book

is available from Reed Book Services,
POBox 5, Rushden NN109YX.

TUBE CIRCUITS FOR
AUDIO AMPLIFIERS
ISBN1 882580 03 6
Price $ 16.95. excl. p&p (soft cover)
This book. dealtng wi!h power amplifiers

and preamplifiers formonaural and stereo-
phontc reproduetion from nucrophone,
radio, tape and prck-up stgnals, was first
published by Mullard Ud. a wholly owned
subsrdtary of Philips Electronics NV. in
1959. Subsequently. in 1988. Mullard
changed its name to Philips Components
Limtted. It is now repIinted by
Audio Amateur Pub1ications Inc.

POBox 243, Peterborough, NH03458-
0243. USA.

Recent books from Babani tnclude:
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MICROSOFT WORKS FOR WINDOWS
By P.R.M. Oliver and N. Kantaris.
ISBN 0 85934 343 X
Price5: 5·95 (soft cover)

AN INTRODUCTION TO SATELLITE
COMMUNICATIONS
By FA Wilson
ISBN 0 85934 326 X
Price 5: 5·95 (soft cover)

A CONCISE INTRODUCTION TO
WORD5.10NTHEMACINTOSH
By J. Glenwright
ISBN 0 85934 253 0
Price 5: 5·95 (soft cover)

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC TIMING
By Owen Bishop
ISBN 0 85934 317 0
Price5: 4·95 (soft cover)

WORDPERFECT 6 EXPLAINED
By P.R.M. Oliver and N. Kantaris
ISBN 0 85934 351 0
Prtcc 5: 5·95 (soft cover)

A BEGINNERS GUIDE TO
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Price 5: 4·95 (soft cover)
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LETTERS
Dear Editor-I have read with great interest
the 805118032 assembler course written by
Dr. Ohsmann. I have eonstrueted the BASIC
computer and sorne extensions with success,
thanks to the diskette bought from you. I have
also constructed two applications for auto-
matie eontrol of hydraulie presses. All the
knowledge acquired is thanks to you.

J and my son are designers and makers of
photocolorimeters for chemical analysis and
we hope to make an instrument controlled by
one mieroeontroller of the 805 I family.
Unfortunately, weda not know how to calcu-
late the logarithm of the measure in assembler
language which is primordial in this equipment
(the absorption of light, the perception of
sound, and so on, follow a logarithmic law).
The 8052 BASIC does the job, but the setup
occupies tao much space in the memory and,
besides, the 8032 is much cheaper. We would
therefore like to work in assembler language
(which would also be useful for mak.ing a pho-
tometer, an audiometer and a deciblerneter,
among others). Fourdecimal places would be
sufficient for these purposes.

Can you ask the author to write the neces-
sary routines in assembler? 1am, of course, pre-
pared to pay a reasonable price forthis. Orcan
you suggest any books in whicb I may find the
required infonnation?
Lorenzo A. Andali, Rosario, Argentina.

This letter has been.copied 10 the author for a
direct reply, but other readers may be inter-
ested in replying toMr. Andali 's request. 1fso,
wrue in the first instance 10 us.

[Editor]

Dear Editor-I have been a regular subscriber
to Elektor Electronics for 13 years and have
usually found something of direct interest to
me in every issue, but because I do not own a
pe and have little interest in computers, there
have been times when I have hesitated about
renewing my subscription. However, when I
looked through the March issue, I was glad I
had not cancelled my subscription at the end

3 y ()~t\.f - :L
of last year, because I found much of interest
in it. I have always made much of my own test
gear(in the early days one had to), so designs
such as the AF signal tracer would always ap-
peal to me. I have built innumerable audio
amplifiers (from 1936 onwards) so I always
enjoy artic1es on these, though I should now
never build an amplifier such as the 100 watt
design. I skip Owen Bishop's mathematics
because I no longer need them, but Joseph
Carr's contributions are always helpful and
practical.
I shall certainly make both the electronic

fuse and the car battery moni tor - two very in-
teresting designs; the latter being both inge-
IUOUS and eballenging. Icouldn'thelp wondering,
though, why the designer of the electronic
fuse used such highly rated semiconduetors
for a project where the maximum voltage is
25 V and themaximumcurrent I A. TheBD679
is ratedat4A and TICI 06 at 400 V, 5 A. I sup-
pose the answer is that these components are
inexpensive and readily available, and lower
rated substitutes would make very little difference
to the overall cost.
Any article on building electronic circuits

is of interest to me, so the article on p. 62 was
initially appealing - but as I had not previ-
ously encountered prototyping board, I looked
forit in the catalogues and was appalled to find
that thecheapestone (from Maplin) was priced
at f 8; the handful shown in yourphotograph
wouIdcostnearlyf50. I suppose plating a board
with a multitude of separatecopper squares is
inevitably expensive. However, this material
is not, as your heading suggestes, the same as
stripboard or Veroboard, which is only about
a quarter of the price. I presume YOUfdesign
staff do not have to pay for the materials they
use, so thecost would not worry them. The state-
ment that "the tools and materials ... will be
found even in the paar man's workshop' evoked
hollow laughter from me - and I have a very
well equipped worksbop. ltdoes not run, how-
ever, to aWellersoldering station costing over
f 100 (if the RS catalogue is to be believed).
I do not likestripboard and Iavoid using it

wherever 1can, but instead I use plain matrix
board and wire up the components on the un-
derside with 0.5 rnm tinned cop per wire, in-
sulating it only where wires cross. This does

involve making Joops at Lhewire ends with a
pair of fine round-nosed pliers, which is per-
haps more tedious than thetechniquedescribed
in YOUf article, and the method is best suited
for simple circuits such as the phase-shift os-
cillatorin the article. ButT did use it forthe 'first
cuckoo in spring' (your April 1985 issue) and
that contained six ICs as weil as quite a few
other components.
No criticisms I have made can alter my

opinion thatEleklor Electronics is a very well
produced magazine wiLh exceUent coverage
of the electronics scene, providing a range of
projects that cater for the interests of most se-
rious electronics enthusiasts. Long rnay itcon-
tinue to do so.
H.F. Howard, Bristol

Thank you Jor your irueresting letteri only partly
reproduced here), which I have copied to
various members of our staff: lt is most heart-
ening to read that the urge 10make things elec-
tronic does not wane with advancing years.
Yourquestion as to the rating ofthe semi-

conductors used in the eleetronic fuse has
been passed (0 the designer for eomment. 1
hope that his answer willfind a spaee in one
of our forthcoming letter columns.

J have also passed your comments on
'Building electronic circuits' to the relevant
designers and iruend 10 have theircomments
in afuture letters column. J think u is not so
much that the design staff do not have to pay
for the materials they use as the fact that as
professional designers they are prepared to
spend more money on their own home work-
shop than many other enthusiasts. 1suspect,
however; that even they da not pay [] 00 for
a solde ring station-: prices 1have heard men-
tion are about [30.
Ihope thatyaumay lang continue to beable

to read our magatine.
[Editor]

Readers' comments on these letters and on
any other subjects published in Elektor Elec-
tronics are, as always, welcome.

COMPONENT RATINGS
=

In resistorand capacitorvalues, decimal points
and largenumbers ofzerosare avoided wher-
ever possible. Small and large values are usu-
ally abbreviated as folIows:

P (pico-)
n (nano-)
~ (micro-)
m (milli~)
k (kilo-)
M(mega-)
G (giga-)

= 1(}-12
= I (}-9
=1(}-6
= I (}-3
= 103
= 106
= 109

Note that nano-farad (nF) is the international
way ofwriting 1000 pF orO.OOI W.
Resistors are 1/3watt, 5% metal film types un-

less otherwise specified.

The direct working voltage of eapacitors (other
than electrolytic ortantalum types) is assumed
to be ;;'60 Y. As a rule ofthurnb, a safe value
is about 2x direct supply voltage.

Direct testvoltagesare measured with a20kUIV
meter unJess otherwise specified.

Mains (power line) voltagesarenotlisted in the
articles. It is assumed that our readers know
what voltage is standard in their part of the
world.

Readers in countries that use 60 Hz supplies,
should note that ourcircuits are usually designed
for 50 Hz. This will not normally cause prob-
lems, although ifthe mains frequency is used

for synchronization, some modification may
be required.

The international letter symbol' U' is used for
voltage instead oftheambiguous 'V'. The let-
ter V is reserved for 'volts'.

The size of ametrie bolt or screw is defined
by the letter M foLiowed by a number corre-
sponding to the overall diameter of the thread
in mm, the x sign and the length ofthe bolt or
screw, also in mm. Forinstance, an M4x6 bolt
has a thread diameter of 4 mm and a length of
6 mm. The overall diameter of the thread in the
BA sizes is: 0 BA=6.12 mm; 2BA=4.78 mm;
4 BA = 3.68 mm; 6 BA = 2.85 mm; 8 BA =
2.25 mm.
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